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EDITOR'S REMARKS
The past fiscal year unveiled
the

u.s. economy,

most staggering
seemingly

recessions

unexpected,

ing, housing

not surprising;

markets

Suddenly,

defaults

sector caused cascading

devastating

lows, pulling

in the undertow.

Federal government
yet government

The crash was

giants touted

financial

pace,

mechanisms

in the relatively

down employment

to protect

preced-

move at a frenetic

effects, as markets

As panic ensued,

one of the

in the months

peak levels, and financial

as modern

policies aimed at keeping

quickly fell behind.

scene for

since the Great Depression.

prices reached

the regulatory

and tumultuous

and the world weathered

though

record profits. However,

mortgage

a troubled

as Americans

in check

small subprimeplummeted

rates and financial

the American

to
stability

public looked to the

their jobs, health, and economic

funds and relief aimed at propping

up critical

tries and failing fiscal giants were met with widespread

welfare,
indus-

dismay

in the

public arena.
If citizens expect the government

to prevent

failing in order to spare and protect
the question
dilemma

remains:

our interconnected

Why does the concept

to the American

our nation's

critical industries

economy,

of a "bailout"

public? As a premier

Public Policy Institute.

then

pose any

institution

capital, this topic has been hotly debated

of the Georgetown

from

in the seat of

amidst

the halls

As policy students,

we specu-

late: I low far is too far, how much help is simply too much? The answer
seems to lie in who is to blame, what could have been done to prevent
the failure, and what to do in the future; however,
within

this issue, is an ever-moving

\Ve are therefore

pleased to present

Public Policy Review, entitled
interventions

this 14th volume

in the Economy.

and regulatory

market

manipulations

interventions

motivate

government

economic

policy in action and, further,
ing interventionist

explores

of markets,
play. As this issue
but with

or the failing of one large company.

often require

Given the current

should

crises may begin not with a large disaster

the crisis of an industry
failures typically

Solutions?

This volume

and what the role, if any, that the government
discusses,

of The Gcorgetown

Market Failures, Government

Th« Proper Roie of Government
government

that, as you will see

target.

interventions,

creative and quickly

Market

and government

forged fiscal solutions.

atmosphere,

the world is now witnessing

the negative

repercussions

of implement-

policy.
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\Ve arc proud

to present

voices, covering
borrowing

articles on this topic from a range of expert

different

aspects of the financial

nomic expert and visiting
ing causes of the current
Vice President

professor
financial

and Director

of Research

the United States. Georgetown
professor

in flood insurance

markets

Dr. Christopher

examines

and implores

about the potential

potential

Waller considstability

affiliated

the government

of markets

in

assistant

moral hazards

risks of global climate

articles delve into explorations

underly-

Federal Reserve

the course of financial

Public Policy Institute

Dr. Edward Goldstein

policy. Eco-

Dr. Alice Rivlin addresses
crisis, and incoming

ers the Fed's future role in altering

upfront

crisis, from reckless

to the role of the Federal Reserve in regulatory

to be more

change. Our research
from the influenza

reaching

vaccine to the airline industry.
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RETHINKING MARKETS AND
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
All Interview

with Alice Rivlin, GPPI Proiessor and

Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution

Anca Bogdana Rusu

A

lice M. Rivlin, Ph.D. is a visiting professor at the
Georgetown

Public Policy Institute and a senior fellow

in the Economic Studies Program at the Brookings

Institution. Dr. Rivlin has held such distinguished public service
positions as founding Director
Office, Director

of the Congressional

of the Office of Management

Budget

and Budget.Vice-

Chair of the Fedcra Reserve Board, and Chair of the District
of Columbia

Financial Management Assistance Authority.

gust 1983, the MacArthut~ Foundation

In Au-

named her a MacArthur

Fellow, and she is currently a member of the Board of Directors of the New York Stock Exchange. The Review is pleased to
have had the opportunity
with this expert

to discuss the current financial crisis

on urban, fiscal, monetary, and social policy.

Is there a proper role for the government in the economy?
That's a very general question.
economics.

People have different

government
ernment

in the economy

markets

the financial

roles and different

ideas for what the proper

we have had a fairly limited

is. Historically,

compared

cially with respect to market
because

There are different

to some other countries

regulation.

and espe-

But now we're rethinking

have been in such turmoil

sector has thrown

role of the

role for the gov-

the economy

that

and the lack of regulation

in

into a deep recession.

However, there are some who argue that the financial sector is one of
the most heavily regulated among all sectors of the

u.s. economy-

and that it was poor regulation rather than a lack of regulation that
caused the crisis.
I think that the problems
problem

was

very simplistic.
regulatory

I bad

were not simple. There is no way to say

regulation

or not enough

What happened

regulation.

That sounds

was that we failed to modernize

system and the economy

changed.

GEORG[TOWN
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more global. \Ve had an avalanche
financial

innovation-different

of financial

products

kinds

and different

kinds of financial

institutions-and

didn't

the system to keep

modernize

administration

of

we

weren't
didn't

regulated

they

exist when the regulatory

was created,

such as credit default

exist before,

system that was

regulated,

such as mortgage

Mortgage

lending

lending.

had been regulated

for quite a long time but apparently

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to make

think, a big part of it. The most obvi-

homeownership

Fannie Mae was

put in a very conflicted
was] a hybrid

in the econo-

to some other countries

and especially with respect to market
regulation. But now we're rethinking

ment Sponsored

Entity],

exactly what this

through

tion with [responsibilities

government

that was quite successful
of housing

were caught

were worth

people who didn't

2

I
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planned

out the door to

have the credit rat-

more

because

could basically do both-make

and mortgage-backed

[and 1 push mortgages

and the

prices

were rising, so Fannie Mae

in the financial sector has thrown the

out the door

on

to make

And for a while

such turmoil and the lack of regulation

a way to push products

their

was saying, "finance
housing."

they weren't

found

1

money. But they also had a responsibility to the government,

when the housing

economy inr a deep recession.

to

so they had pressure

that because markets have been in

institutions

but nobody

them from their shareholders

and finance affordable

because

a very strange

a GSE [Govern-

thought

affordable

adequately

[It

position.

institution,

kind of corporation,

shareholders,

my compared

to increase

plays a role was on

meant. They were a private corporanot

Historically, we have had a fairly limited
role for the government

loans available?

Fannie Mac, because

and there were some gaps even in the
part of the financial

the banks as well as

ous place where pressure

system

swaps and other quite exotic derivatives. [They] simply didn't

rates among Americans

encouraged

That was part of it, but it was not, I

Some things simply
at all because

ownership

so many sub-prime

up with that. So there were just huge
gaps in regulations.

to increase home-

money

housing-and

the only ones doing it. But
bubble

burst, they

with a lot of mortgages
securities

that

much less than they had

on.

For a long time there have been tax
deductions

for mortgage payments.

Do you think this created an extra incentive for people to invest too much

ings to take out those mortgages.

in real estate?

Do you think that the "American

The tax deduction

Dream" policy of the Bush adminis-

ship certainly

tration and the pushes of the Clinton

more affordable.

for home owner-

makes horncowncrship
It is designed

in a very

regressive
income

way, so that it benefits

higher

What happened was that we failed to

people more than it benefits

lower income

mortgages

modernize

people. So it has always

been an incentive

our regulatory

system and

for people to take out

the economy changed. The economy

to pay for homes, especially

at the high end of the income
tion. I think the mortgage

distribu-

became more global.We had an

deduction

and the way it is structured

is partly

avalanche of financial innovation-

the reason we got such an explosion
of high-end

housing

speculative

different kinds of financial products

that was partly

in the housing

and

bubble.

different kinds of financial institutionsA

lot of people blame the Federal

and we didn't modernize

Reserve for keeping the interest rates
incredibly low, thus increasing the
problem by making it advantageous

to

the system to

keep up with that.

invest in houses in the long term. As
a former executive of that institution,

them subsequently.

what do you think about this?

illustration

about there being many factors here.

the housing

rates certainly

bubble.

the economy

fueled

They also helped

I has

in the housing

a dilemma.

bubble,

We saw it

but we also

was a bubble
lot-what
was

I to

bubble.

\Ve knew that

and we talked about

should

it a

we do? [One option

raise interest

rates rapidly

in

drowned

but we knew that would have
the economy

into a reces-

sion. And it wasn't just our economy
we were worried

about,

the world economy.
financial

[it was also

I

vVe had the Asian

crisis at the same time. So

at that time we decided
the interest

rates. Indeed,

them in response

growing

and the

other was to slow down the bubble.
bubble

I was

[then

The

not as

essential

to the economy

as housing

! today].

I think housing

is in a slightly

different

category.

But the Fed had

the same dilemma

in the early part

of this decade. The economy
recession,
housing

housing

is

not to raise
we lowered

to the Asian finan-

was in

was taking off, and

was helping

my out of recession.
do? Should

hopes of slowing the stock markets
bubble,

to keep the economy

and

goals. One was

S<l\V

it when I was at the Fed in 1990 with
the stock market

it may have conflicting

stock market

get out of the recession

that began in 2001. And the Fed [Federal Reserve

the Fed has.

It only has one policy instrument

This goes back to what I was saying

The low interest

But that is a good

of the dilemma

bring the econoWhat should

they raise interest

slow down the housing

they

rates to

and delay the

recovery

or not? In retrospect,

probably

kept the interest

they

rate too low

too long, but that was only one of the
contributing
housing

factors. To say that the

bubble

of low interest

was entirely

the fault

rates is ridiculous

because we've had low interest
long periods

in our history

was no housing

rates for

and there

bubble.

cial crisis in 1998, and then we raised
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allow Lehman

We still have a weak banking system

retrospect,

that is in need of propping up, and credit isn't flowing normally to the economy.

was so interconnected.

we can't get out of this recession.

Again, not because

was too big, but because

financial

Unless credit starts flowing normally,

to t~lil; and in

I think most people believe

that was a mistake.
Lehman

I

[Brothers

it

\Vhat all this

innovation

[is I that

has meant

various

financial

around

the world, are very intercon-

institutions,

here and

nected with each other, and the con-

Do you believe that the Fed and the

nection

Treasury have made a good attempt to

"Too big to fail" is sort of a catchy

handle to crisis up to this point?
They have made energetic
major proportions.

phrase. And with respect to Citibank,

efforts of

I think we won't

ever know how much worse it would
have gotten without

those efforts. Vve

might have had a total meltdown
the financial
Treasury

of

system if the Fed and the

[hadn't

I stepped

was not well understood.

in so aggres-

really big and it is worldwide
would be very chaotic

But I think that some of the other
institutions

that other people have been

very concerned
Bear-it's

about,

like Lehman

and

not their bigness that is the

key, it is their interconnectivity.

solved the problem

But at this point most, if not all, of the

yet. \Ve still have a

system that is in need of

banks are interconnected

with each

propping

up, and credit isn't flowing

other. Are you saying that none of

normally

to the economy.

them should face failure?

starts flowing normally,

Unless credit
we can't get

Oh no, a lot of banks are failing. The

out of this recession.

Federal Deposit

Do you think that the fairly new

Insurance

Corporation

just this week asked for more money

policy of "too big to fail" increased

because

the moral hazard that banks and their

smaller banks. And when that happens,

executives were facing?

they have to payoff

it is having to close more of the

Firstly, it is not a new policy. This is the

because

reason we have rescued

all financial

large institu-

the depositors

of the insurance.
institutions

So it isn't that
arc threats

to

tions in the past, [such as I Continental,

the system, but more of them are then I

Illinois in '94, the Chrysler

think we realized before. \Ve thought

tion in another

period.

Corpora-

There's

nothing

How then do we penalize those who

what happened

are so interconnected

this time was different.

Stearns

Bear

was not too big to fail, it was

too interconnected
system to be allowed

with the rest of the
to fail. They did

it

was just the big ones, but it's not.

new about "too big to fail." Actually,

The first rescue was Bear Stearns.

I RUSU

and it

to have it fail.

sively. On the other hand, they haven't

weak banking

L't

It is really,

this has a real meaning.

that they cannot

be allowed to fail while maintaining
system of checks and balances?

a

\Vell, first I don't think we have it quite

millions

figured that out yet. The sharehold-

So that's the dilemma.

ers of the institutions

that have failed

have been wiped out or almost
out-so

the owners

at all. The owners
The owners

recession, there are voices claiming
that the stimulus plan is very similar

of AIC got nothing.

to the New Deal and that government

noth-

intervention

ing. But we have been trying to keep
the essential
function.

institutions

the impression,

longed its duration.

for the execu-

tives rather then the shareholders,

didn't help with the

Great Depression but it only pro-

at tloating

How do you do that without

creating

work.

Going back to the causes of

wiped

are not protected

of Bear got almost

of people without

Well, if you talk about the banks, the

that

banks did fail. The banks all failed,

they l can 1 do risky things and still get

basically, in the '305 and had to be

bailed out? I think that's a dilemma.

reconstructed.

But the bigger dilemma

late for the banks.

of regulation
financial

is: \Vhat kind

do we impose

institutions

The New Deal came too
[As a result of that],

we have strong bank regulation

so that

can't take the kind

place and the Federal Deposit

of risks they took this time? \Ve just

ance Corporation-so

can't allow that.

that can't happen
that worked,

Given that depositors have

about

insurance for their money, wouldn't

that basically,

so there's no question

system is less of a threat

the Federal Deposit
It would be the best lesson possible.

ration

Insurance

of

Corpo-

and other bank regulations.

mean that a lot

of other people, who were probably
nocent,

system. Failure of

now than it was in the '30s because

best lesson possible?

But it would probably

Insur-

again. And I think

the banking

the banking

allowing the banks to fail be the

put in

in-

Bear Stearns was not too big to fail;

would lose their jobs and their

livelihood
question

and their life savings. So the
is: how high of a price do you

it was too interconnected

with the

want to pay to teach this lesson?

rest of the system to be allowed to

As long as we can also measure the

fail.They did allow Lehman [Brothers]

price we pay for not doing it. ..

to fail, and in retrospect,

I think most

\Vell, we are paying it. When you lose
your job and can't find another
you're in very serious
is happening
of people.

trouble.

to millions

one,
And this

and millions

But it would happen

for

people believe that was a mistake.
Again, not because Lehman was too big,
but because it was so interconnected.

a lot more if we just said, "We don't
care about

financial

institutions;

we'll

just let them all fail." We would have
a Worse situation

and many more
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What about big government

spending

with the New Deal?
It didn't

entirely

President Obama is promoting

cure the recession.

have to think about
It started

Do you think the stimulus plan that

You

where it started.

at 35(Y<) unemployment,

We're not in a similar

and

will

have a similar effect?
situation;

things

are not as bad as back then. But yes,

it came down a lot. We were still in

I think the main thing a government

recession

can do when you're in a recession

at the end of the 30's but not

like

as nearly as bad as at the beginning.

this is get money

Now how much was due to New Deal

to spend on food and things they need.

spending,

The most effective things to do arc

and how much was due to

the economy?

Economies

eventually

into people's

things to get money

The bigger dilemma is:What kind

to low and middle

income

people-things

stamps

and unemployment

like food

and tax cuts for everybody

of regulation do we impose so that
financial institutions

income.

hands

benefits
who lost

And most of the stimulus

that. Some of it is infrastructure,

can't take the

is
not

very much, but that's gotten all the
attention.

kind of risks they took this time?

Infrastructure

is a different

kind of thing; it's not so much stimulus

We just can't allow that.

as a down payment

on investment

in

the public sector that we've neglected
do revive; it is hard to parse out. But

lot over the years. It also has a stimula-

some on the conservative

tive effect but a slower one than the

"The New Deal didn't
the unemployment

part say,

work because

direct payment.

rate at the begin-

ning of the 1930s was the same as at the

Where do you think this money
should come from?

end." I heard it on the radio the other
day. That's true, but that's a remarkably

There's only one place where it can

disingenuous

come from-we

talking

statistic

[about

if they're

the 1930s and 1940s

the unemployment
the middle,

because

I,

went up right in

and then it went down. So

you have to be a little bit careful about
what you're saying. It certainly

created

it temporarily.
programs.

borrow.

To the extent that they

are permanent

additions

ment spending,

to govern-

which some of them

will be, they have to be paid for

a lot of jobs; people went back to work.

eventually

It is hard for this generation

or by raising taxes.

to imagine

\\'e borrow

These are temporary

by cutting

other spending

what it was like. People were actually

Don't you think that raising taxes

starving

and had no place to turn

would actually conflict with reviving

because

there were no social services

the economy?

and [with the New Deal] those people
got work and things were builtgood things.

61RUSU

Nobody

is raising taxes right now.

Not even Obarna.

The tax increase

has

a

been postponed

until 2011. !\Vhen]

we come out of this recession,

quite soon. But I believe we have to do

we will

two things at once. \Ve have to put very

have a very big deficit facing us, mostly

strong

from the bill of spending

the rising costs. The best place to start

Security,

Medicare,

in Social

and Medicaid

we've already put in legislation.
programs,

especially

ones, will outrun

Those

the health care

our revenues,

have to do something.

is Medicare,

or increase

I think we will probably

in place to control

because

the government
[Therefore],

so we

\Ve either have

to cut back on our spending
the revenue.

that

mechanisms

that's the program
pays for it.

actually

it's easier to start there

in controlling

the costs ... \Ve know

there is a lot of waste in the American
health system; a lot of things arc paid
for that are not always effective,

[there

do some of both and that we probably

is] duplication,

should.

by

always very good. So we have to put

and

strong

\Ve are a low-tax country

comparison

with other countries,

we arc the only country
that doesn't
sumer

in the world

have broad-based

taxation.

added tax, and I think we are the [only]
industrial

I that]

country

to a value-added

I a]

national

doesn't

move in that direction
more affordable,

like

by making

it

if you lose your job,

to keep your health insurance

propose

docs

cover-

has said that he will

a new health reform,

but he

hasn't said what that will be.

to do that right now, and

I think it would be a mistake

Citizens around the world usually

in the

future to allow more spending

on the

there is some evidence-not
that raising income

welcome government

services, such as

health care. But historically, U.S. citi-

tax. In the first place, people

don't like it, and [in the] second

economic

into place over time to

for that. \Ve also have to cover

age. The President

sales tax. I think it would

be a mistake

income

have

we will move

tax or something

is not

more people, and the stimulus

\Ve don't have value-

one. I think eventually

measures

control

con-

land] quality

place,

zens have held a cautious view of how
big their government

much-

should be. How

do you think the public perception of

tax rates slows

the role of government

growth.

changed with

the recession?
President Obama proposed opening
I don't think we know. Certainly

the federal health insurance policy
to all citizens of the u.S.-setting

up

proponents
government

a public health insurance option to
Do you think the economy can afford
it now?

of the Bush administration

but the President

around

the health system.

I think we'll learn something

about

and the lack

of various

things like the Iraq

war and other things that the Bush

hasn't said which way

he'll go on reforming

Whether

of action on some fronts, or disapproved

been proposed.

There arc lots of ideas floating

lost the elections.

that means that people were just tired

compete with private corporations.

That hasn't actually

the

of low taxes [and] small

that

administration

has done-whether

it

means a new view of the role of government-I

don't think we know yet.

It was more of a rejection

of the status
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quo than a vote for a major new view

Whether

for the role of government.

He hasn't even gotten

centrist

country;

I don't think we will
all at once. Weve

make huge changes
been moving

We're a very

ity. Most of the benefits

distribution

of the economy

and very few

at the low end. The President's
budget

reflects this shift-the

towards

a more progressive

and more benefits

shift back
tax system

group.

yet. But personally,

the

sion, stabilize

the banking

our budget

banking

income distribution

and very few

at the low end. The President's
budget reflects this shift-the
back towards

new
shift

a more progressive

tax system and more benefits for
people within the low- and middleincome group.

8
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problem

deficits. Those would be my

three economic

several decades more and more

to people at the high end of the

system, and

then deal with the long-run

but the priorities

benefits of the economy have gone

in the econo-

my is now, what would that be?

We've been moving over the last

inequality. Most of the

in

If you could sum up what the proper
role of the government

priorities.

run a fiscally responsible

towards

I think

for a correction

Now, we need to get out of the reces-

new

for people within

low- and middle-income

this through

that direction.

inequal-

have gone to people at the high end of
the income

Congress

we are long overdue

over the last several de-

cades more and more towards

I don't know,

that will persist,

right now are getting

out of the recession
system.

We have to
government,

and stabilizing

the

THE U.S. GOVERNMENT:
A REFEREE, NOT A PLAYER
An Interview

with Christopher

waller. Future Senior Vice President

and Director of Research of the Federal Reserve in St. Louis

Justin Kasprisin

D

r. Waller

IS

a professor of economics at Notre

University, where he specializes in monetary
political economy, and macroeconomic

Dame
policy,

theory. This

July he will return to the Federal Reserve in St. Louis as its
Senior Vice President and Director

of Research. Previously,

he served there as a visiting scholar. He has also held the
position of Carol Martin Gatton Chair of Macroeconomics
and Monetary

Policy at the University of Kentucky and had

numerous assignments abroad as an Erskine Fellow for the
University of Canterbury

in New Zealand, research fellow at

the Center for Eur-opean Integration

Studies at the University

of Bonn in Switzerland, and visiting professor at the National
University of Kiev-Mohyla Academy in Kiev, Ukraine. His
experiences

as both an academic and a practitioner

render

Dr. Waller exceptionally

qualified to offer us some insight into

the role of government

in the economy.

Is there a proper role for the government in the economy?
There will always be a role for the government
through

its ability to tax and spend.

in the economy

It has to buy goods from some

firms, and it has to tax some individuals

and firms in society to pay

for those goods. There has to be some degree of regulation
things. The government
The government
insurance.

r

also provides

But it is a basic principle
not compete

has to set standard

with private

for various

units for measurement.

other important

It 1 also has a redistributive

simply

things, such as deposit

role, helping

protect

the poor.

in the United States that the government

does

firms.
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President Obama proposed opening

The question

over-insured

people. You do not need

the federal health insurance policy to

insurance

all citizens in the United States-set-

buy car insurance

ting up a public health insurance com-

Insurance

pany that could compete with private

it should

health insurance companies. What are

\Vhat happens

your thoughts on this policy?

is you arc paying for insurance

for

routine

care. Health

has

beyond

just being for major medical

is:Will the government

for routine

is for unexpected

eventscare

not be used for pre-paid

emergencies,

in the United States

insurance

gOOl

as it covers items that arc

not unexpected

step in and be the ultimate health

care; you do not

for an oil change.

expenses.

Has the financial crisis changed peo-

insurance provider and dictate health

ple's view of the role of government?

care in the United States?

financial

crises always do. The financia

industry

is unique.

Because of these

panics, you sec runs on banks that you
[It] depends

on how it is structured.

Government

[already

insurance

I provides

do not sec in other industries.

health

to the poor and the elderly.

The question

is: \Vill the government

step in and be the ultimate
insurance

provider

don't.

health care; others

I'm not a health economist,

cannot

get into whether

able. I am not a personal

so I

one is preferfan of na-

bureaucrat

telling me [whether

or

not] I can get an MRI [according
bureaucratic

model.

the government
[Another

when you have

run daily operations.

problem

with a nationalized

health care problem

is that

I you

can-

not switch providers.

I may dislike an

insurance

bureaucracy,

company's

but I

can always switch.

United

insured

10 I KASPRISIN

in the

States is much different

other nations.
people

than

There arc a lot of under[but also

is based on [the

I a lot

of

at Meservices,

I trust

that

you will pay

me back with a high probability.
minute

The

that trust is lost, there is no

to force people to lend. Obama
go to someone

W,l\

cannot

and force them to lend

there is no trust that the per-

son will be paid back. When there is no

one lends. So, that is the situation

we

arc in right now. Because the financial
services are susceptible
tagions,

to these con-

there is a role of government

to step in and temporarily
liquidity

provide

in the system to rebuild

trust.

But the idea is not to have the government have a permanent
in and dictate

But the health care industry

in financial

Burger

docs not

trust, the whole system freezes up as no
to a]

If I want it, I pay

for it. This is the danger

I

if I lend you something,

because

tional health care. I do not want some

to stop buying

[But

everything

health

care in the United States? Most nations
have nationalized

cause people
Donald's.

health

and dictate

King going out of business

how firms lend. Rather,

the government
such as permanent
not to eliminate
encourage

role and come

needs to set up rules,
fraud regulations,
risk-taking

risk-taking.

... but to

When this start-

happening,

we need to raise credit stan-

Has the Troubled Asset Relief

dards [to I make sure credit is handed

Program (TARP) been helpful?

out appropriatcly.

Should the government

[That] is what got us

have stepped

into this mess in the first place.

in with TARP?

Did the Securities and Exchange

The financial system is unique because

Commission

of these contagion

do its job?

TI'liS ISa
. contagion

[caused by] a few

private firms taking on risk and losing.
Bee1U' se tlley Iost and went bankrupt. ..

problems. Whcn

they happen, the value of a firm's
assets can plummet.

You could say the

firms held bad assets and made poor

l

it had repercussions
[Because

I this

on other people.

causes other people

to lose confidence, a firm that is not
doing anvt]
.
, lmg
wrong suddenly loses
asscts. You have to be vcrv careful that
you do not overreact

to tllis situation.

You may want to regulate the systemic
risk, but if you try to prevent another
panic , vou
h ur t ns. k.-ta kimg. You would
J
end up with I·ran kss l)Cll1g
. warehouses,
which would be
.
)e ilI1credlbly
safe, as you
could leavc vyour monev and come back
for it anvJ tin rc, b ut t h'ere would be no
lending . You d 0 not want to overreact to these things like thev did in the
1930s. This, wou I(ii',
.
cad to an incredibly
screwed-up system.
Do you believe the Federal Reserve
handled the financial crisis well?
They
have d one
.
did a lot of stuff
would be d'oing,

d
.
, Fed
,
accent
Job.
1he
I never imagined they
Irut they have done a

decisions, so let them go under. That
is the standard

thinking

for any other

firm in the economy. IfWal-Mart

went

under, Target would still be there and
so would other companies.
Lehman-[

But look at

when it failed] the economy

went to rock bottom.

Financial systems

arc unique because of these contagion
problems.

Banks have made these

mistakes, and TARP was designed
to help get liquidity in markets. The
Fed stepped in as lender of last resort,
which it is supposed

to be. If the fed

did not do this, there would be a
complete

freeze-up, which we saw

last September.

The Fed made a lot of mistakes in the
Great Depression, and they are working
to not repeat those mistakes this time.

good job. They have tried many things

The Fed was created in 1907 in the

to keep the system stable and keep the

wake of the financial panic that col-

financial system going. The Fed has
done cas g ooc I a jon
. 1 as you could expect.
Thev, d'dI n ' t create this mess, but they

assets, they needed to sell assets to raise

~lre kceping it from really imploding.

[but] no one would buy the assets. The

fhe Fed made a lot of mistakes in the

Fed was created to step in as lender of

Great Depression,

and they are working

to not repeat those mistakes this time.

lapsed the financial system. Firms had
liquidity to payoff other creditors,

last resort for [the I financial system,
and that is what it is doing.
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Former President Bush was going

The nation has entered a fairly seriou'

to use some of TARP for the auto

recession, possibly the worst since the

industry. Was this use of the TARP

1930s. Has the recession changed the

funds appropriate?

perception of the government's

For me, personally,

they should

gone under. Just because
goes bankrupt

companies

the economy?

have

an industry

First, this is not even as bad as the

does not mean they

shut down the business.

The auto

would still produce

recession

in 1981, so we need to stop

throwing

around

the term "depression.

cars.

We are not even at 8% unemployment.

They would have torn up their labor

In 1981, we were at 10.5(YtJ. [Even at

contract,

changed

the cost structure

it would have been similar
industries.
bailout

The government
the airline

...

to the airline

industry

did not

those levels
about

1, we

arc still not talking

the Great Depression,

had 25% unemployment

I it did

[but

where we

and lost a

third of GDP. foreclosures
now, which is higher

not just stop operating.

are at 3%

than it had been,

but in the Great Depression
30 or 40%. So people

We are ina serious recession, and it

this comparison.
ent magnitudes.

to four months. It will change percep-

\Ve arc in a serious

to four months.
ceptions,

government can do.

need to stop

recession,

will not turn around

tions, but there is only so much the

it was

These are two differ-

will not turn around in the next three

and it

in the next three

It will change

per-

but there is only so much

the government

can do. It can spend

money, but the government

does not

At the same time, the S 15 billion

create firms which create wealth. The

handed

government

to Chrysler

compared

Citibank

and $300 billion

got $30 billion

in guarantees.

at the magnitudes
financial

and GM is peanuts

to the rest of this. AIG got

$120 billion,

the car companies

[were

same time, the car companies
getting

themselves

for decades.

and whatever

I

Further,

I do

because

of

people have on him
magic wand they think

he can wave.

had been

What do you think the changes in
perception will be?

if you come from

People will want to have more govern-

is the main car

ment control

then you have to wonder

you are giving another
tive advantage.

Obama

is,

into this trouble

a state where Honda
producer,

do so permanently.

not envy President
the expectations

of this for private

firms. So, there are two

thoughts:

can create some tcmporar:

wealth, which is what the stimulus
but it cannot

Look

asking for a mere $15 billion, but at the

Other

why

state a comparastates rely on

other firms that are doing just fine.
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role if

financial

and interventions

markets.

in the

Is it warranted?

At

the time, yes. Is it going to be government ownership
a disaster.

of banks? No, that's

Every country

that does

that ends up in a mess. You need the

indirect way of doing this, because it

government

goes to things that don't necessarily

to be a watchdog,

do not want it running

but you

day-to-day

op-

need to be worked on.

erations. I do not think Obama is going
to socialize the economv

or anvwhcrc
"

i

As for the bailout, many parts of it

ncar that. They are only trying to figure
out how to get things right and step out

are going to become permanent. If

of the way as much as possible.

you offer money for education or
As for the bailout, many parts of it are
goinob'to 1)ecome permanent. If you
offer money for education or health
care
are you re'a IIY going to ta k.e It away
0'
111 two years? A
<
'.
rc you going to say to
L

0

0

health care, are you really going to
take it away in two years?

0

schools , thatc th e money ends with the
recession? "rhO,
ISWI0111 )ecome permanent
spending. That is not about stimulating the e COnomy,
1rut rather expanding

The Federal Reserve has many critics,

thesiz'
f
' .C 0 government.

and promoting

0

'

0

0

Now, if vou
arc talking about one-time expe'nditures, on sornct
so
Illl1g
0
10Ik c a construction0
project, then maybe; but the recession
will be OVer 1rcforc
'
the projects arc
undenvay ... 1 If] you want to stimulate

such as former presidential

candidate

Ron Paul. They have criticized the Fed
for its handling of the financial crisis
a boom/bust

economy.

Do you believe the Federal Reserve
has been beneficial?
The Federal Reserve was created in
1913 in response to the 1907 financial
panic. It was formed after long peri-

spending and job creation ... just go out
and give t)COP
I
Ie c Ircc k'S every mont h for
'
two years-this
is how vou do it. But
these
1
'
, l»
)<lc.k coor
ways, such
as spending

went through

monev , ()n gettlIlg I ntcrnet access to
rUnl'lre
c
c
as, are just pet projects.

tional clause preventing

ods of boom/bust

economics,

so we

>

150 years of boom/busts

before the Fed, so this is just looking

0

for a scapegoat.

There is no constitu-

0

0

delegation

of

0

When you do a one-time $300 check, it
does, n 0 t d 0 anyt Illl1g.
.
You need to do
sOmething more. To stimulate

demand

for goods and services and jobs, you

monetary

policy. I'm not a lawyer, but

it's not a good argument.

There can be

some debate on how successful the
Fed has been, and in the [Great] Depression it did not do its job very well.

can give the money directly to the

There is less argument

household. You could take the $850 billion , spli
, It It among all households over
t\'\'o years. Or you could do tax cuts if

did its job in the 1980s, as some
believe [former Federal Reserve Chair-

you do not want to send out checks. If

Stuff had gotten out of control in the

people keep more of their paycheck,

1970s, but the Fed was not incompe-

0

man Paul] Volcker did a great Job.

they can do what thev want with it.

tent. Certainly

This is the most dire~t way to do this.

Chairman

Government

[current

spending

is the most

on whether it

[former Federal Reserve

Alan] Greenspan

and

Federal Reserve Chairman
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Ben

1

Bernanke-especially

span-did

Are there different roles a government

Green-

a good job handling

some

should play depending on how de-

crises. There are some things you might

veloped the country is? For example,

disagree

with, but 19R7 and 1997 were

should Japan handle the economy dif-

examples

of good policy by the Fed.

ferently than South Africa, or is there

The Fed also did a good job after 9/11

a general theory on how the govern-

in trying to maintain

liquidity

ment should handle the economy?

bility in the financial

system. So, there

and sta-

have been times when the Fed has not
done well but it is not clear that turning the work over to Congress
improve

monetary

would

policy.

This is a problem in most countries

In general,

the government

up good, nondestructive

job they want,

rules about contracts

enforcement,

! and

business,

then

1

get out of the

in most counis very damag-

if you were a small

you could get 100 inspections

enforcement

would say it is

of the law, but in reality it

Mainly, you want government

enforcement of the law, but in reality

Does the Federal Reserve playa role
finance?
of

for people to go out,
and earn a profit. If you

take away those incentives,
for work in the morning?

problem

If you try to control

Soviet Union.

policy in the world. The United States

are increasingly

does not manage

economy's

nations.

the economy,

you

it. Just look at the

Even European

nations

trying to get out of the

business.

They talk about

some other countries

do. There is

taxes and social policy, but they do not

coordination

the central

banks

set up public firms to compete

and payment

sys-

regarding

among
liquidity

terns, but other than that, it stays out
of everything.

private

with

firms.

Now, there will be other examples

of

people going to China and noticing
a managed

14 I KASPRISIN

to work. That is the

end lip wrecking

rates, while

why get up
You've got to

with strong socialist

the world. There have been coordina-

banks to ... help the financial

i

work, produce

tion efforts between

the Fed and other

[that

give incentives

[have] incentives

The dollar is the reserve currency

to set up

plain, simple rules for all people

it is just a way to shake people down.

exchange

1

and

is just a way to shake people down.

a year. Government would say it is

central

! and

create simple

a year. Government

in international

1

move to whatever

ing. In the Ukraine,

business, you could get 100 inspections

rules [that

lend, start up firms,

tries, where cronyism

In the Ukraine, if you were a small

[sct1

let people borrow,

way. This is a problem

where cronyism is very damaging.

should

economy

it is

with the govern-

ment having huge amounts

of control.

But China has also screwed

up large

parts of the economy,

and it is not clear

if they will ever fix them. China has
succeeded

in freeriding

off capitalism

for a while, letting it develop

political dimension.
litical dimension

that the government's

the U.S. arc different,
lowed capitalism,

China and

and this shocks some

you need democracy

that says

to have capital-

ism. Don't confuse

economic

racy with political

democracy.

capitalism,

u.s.

and China has allowed
democ-

democracy.

This

shocks some people.

But [the U.S. has] more flexible labor
markets,

we respond

to shocks better;

things arc tradeoffs.

These

That is the differ-

ence in the United States: we are bigger
risk-takers.

The people that left Europe
so that's what we

have here.

When deciding how to tax its citizens,
should a government

EUropean nations tax their citizens

u.s. does.

focus its tax

policy on consumption

or income?

From a macro point of view, you
should

much more heavily than the

in the United States.

They are

things. China and the

racy, but not political

more inequality

were risk-takers,

democ-

which is economic

well. People get upset about there being

there is much more mobility.

but China has al-

people. But there is nothing

arc different

on the

It is along the po-

role can be very different.

two different

The United States has done reasonably

with the

U.S., but not being accountable

Do you think the United States has
found a reasonable balance?

tax consumption-it's

stable over time compared
People 'smooth'

more
to income.

consumption

time, so tax revenues

over

will be smoother

Do you think it is beneficial to have
such a system?

as well.

No. Look at the unemployment

There is more inequality in the United

rates

in Europe, which are far worse. Look

States. Do you believe that the United

at their productivity.

States government

government

In France, the

consumes

I do not [believe]

SO<Yo of output.

paying really high

taxes and hav] ing] the government
provide everything

is a good model.

If that is the case, you distort

things.

\\'hy get up in the morning

and work

if the government

everything?

provides

should playa role

in correcting this?
\Ve do have that to some extent
through

a progressive

social programs,
century,

tax policy and

so, at least in the 20th

the United States has been ac-

tive in doing that. The question

is how

much. There has been an increase

in

What if I want other things than what

inequality

the government

it has clearly been driven by education.

is providing?

well,

in the last 20 to 25 years, but

tOugh, [you] don't get a say. That's the

The people who have really suffered

whole point of freedom

have been high school dropouts,

democracy;

and economic

it's being able to make a

chOice. I don't need some bureaucrat
making that choice.

can [no longer

I get

high-paying

who
union

jobs. Those jobs arc gone. You do not
want to give a person

who dropped

out

[a job 1 and pay them the average salary
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in the United States because

this is a

have developed,

skilled, knowledge

The only

them anymore.

economy.

thing you can do is keep those kids in

What is the proper role of a govern-

school. The wages have shifted to the

ment in an economy?

skilled worker, and that is where a lot
of inequality

has come from. There has

been a real premium

on education.

you have to look at

I is I educational

tainment

at-

not the government's

to

been beneficial to the world economy,
and do they have a proper role?

we did not have well-develand we

did not have a lot of open financial
markets

across borders.

pegging

exchange

The government's

Countries

were

rates to gold, which

role is to create

rules that apply to everybody. It is not
the government's
determine
be produced

role to come in and

prices or what goods should
or who should work at

what job.
does not work. The IMF actj ed] as a
banker

for a world, so when one coun-

try was in a financial

crisis, it could

move funds from one that was not. The
\VorId Bank was a way for richer countries to funnel

money

[Those institutions]

to poorer

ones.

had a purpose

one time when global financial

at

markets

did not work well, but now that they

!6
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or who should
docs

some public services, but we

do not want the government

provid-

ing too much, such as providing
shelter, or clothing

food,

for all of us. Other

than that, the government

\Vhen they were

markets,

prices or what goods

be produced

provide

Monetary

Fund (lMF) and the World Bank, have

oped world financial

It is

role to come in

work at what job. The government

Do you believe world organizations,

formed,

and determine
should

such as the International

role is to create

rules that apply to everybody.

see the relationship.

No, not anymore.

The government's

All

of a household

and income

you do not need

has to be a

regulator,

a watchdog,

economy,

but we do not want bureau-

crats running

our lives.

to watch over the

MORAL HAZARD, HURRICANES,
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Edward Goldstein

Dr. Edward Goldstein
Atfl·
I lated Assistant

is an

Profes-

sor at the Georgetown

I

n the spring of 2008, the Georgetown

Public Policy

Institute sponsored a faculty symposium featuring three

young economists who served on the Bush Administr-ation's

Public Policy Institute,

White

where he teaches

concept of moral hazard, a term economists

Environmental

the

Politics
of Presi-

dent George H.W. Bush, he
served as Deputy Associate

D·Irector for Environmental, Natural Resources

use to discuss

situations in which people take risks they otherwise would

and Policy Course. In the
administration

House staff These bright young men spoke about the

and

not because they believe that society or other institutions, not
them, will bear the costs of their actions, should something go
awry. By example, the economists

pointed to people who

purchase homes in hurricane prone areas and expect the
government

or insurance companies to bail them out if, [per

Energy Policy on the

chance], a hurricane were to obliterate

White House staff. For

The economists

had a point, but one based on a very large assumption

the past seven years, he

that went unmentioned.

has been the Lead Writer

idea of information

at NASA Headquarters,

ance, this asymmetry

writing speeches,

home buyer) has sufficient

testi-

their homes.

The concept

asymmetry.

of moral hazard

is related to the

In the case of hurricanes

comes about when the person
information

about

and insur-

taking the risk (the

the risk they are taking,

Illony, and other commu-

perhaps

more than the party paying for the potential

negative conse-

ni

quences

of the risk (the government

company).

.

ICatlons for NASA's senior

leaders. During this time,
he Completed

his Ph.D.

in Public Administration
at George Washington
University for the disserta-

ecomists'

argument

concerned

me because

at the people who live in hurricane
full well about

or the insurance
it pointed

The

a finger of blame

zones, based on the idea they knew

the risks they were taking. I asked why they thought

was a perfect example

of a moral hazard situation,

that our government

was denying

about the possibility

that global warming

tion "NASA's Earth Science

tive power of hurricanes.

Program: The Bureaucratic

accused

Struggles of the Space

mental

Agency'S Mission to Planet

of climate

Earth." He is a native of

response,

Colorado and a graduate

I wish they had responded

of Colorado College.

say, it could have led to a "learning

of allowing
Protection

Indeed,

political

coastal residents

Agency reports

impression

to the destruchas been

to water down official

that addressed

change. While it is hard to remember
my general

critical information

is contributing

the Bush Administration

appointees

the exact words of their

more directly, because

GEORGETOWN

Environ-

this and other aspects

was that they ducked

moment."

this

when it was arguable

the question.

as we often like to

To provide

some context
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about the relationship

between hur-

ricanes and global warming,
Environmental
students

as my

Politics and Policy

learned last semester from

Chris Mooney's engaging book, Storm
vvoru}:

Hurricanes,

Politics, and the

Hattie over Global vvarmtng, there is no

sifting of evidence and testing of theo i
ries by the scientific community.
warming

is precisely a difficult issue tc

discuss because it involves the potentia
for large-scale changes to the earth's
climate, which we do not know with
certainty

whether they will occur and,

evidence to suggest that global warm-

if so, when. Despite this uncertainty,

ing causes more hurricanes.

believe we must listen carefully to the

book detailed, a number

But as the

of climate

and weather system experts, including
M IT hurricane

theorist Kerry Emanuel,

scientific consensus,

occur, including

past several decades, closely tracking

people who purchase

a trend of rising ocean surface tern-

areas should be informed.

homes in coastal

plan to put in place a cap-and-trade
system to reduce greenhouse
believe attention

gas emis-

much interest, I

must also be given

to funding the ongoing scientific ef-

emissions has generated much

fort to understand

interest, I believe attention must also

phenomenon,

the climate change

with observations

from

space, the ground, air, and sea, so that
we can learn more about such subjects

be given to funding the ongoing

as the relationship

scientific effort to understand the

between ocean

surface temperatures

and hurricane

intensity. With increased knowledge,

climate change phenomenon.

we will be able to provide our citizenry

which are directly related to

global warming. The book also gave a
voice to more traditional

weather fore-

casters, such as Colorado

State Univer-

sity's William Gray, who do not accept
model-based

theories of

those who would tie hurricane

inten-

sity to global warming.
There is no grand court of science that
can decide this important

GOLDSTEIN

tl

While the Obama Administration's

system to reduce greenhouse gas

suffices for arbitration

change

changes about which

sions has generated

the computer

by

mate Change, whose reports point to

stronger and longer lasting over the

peraturcs,

I

Panel on Cli-

growing odds for unwelcome

plan to put in place a cap-and-trade

r

as evidenced

the Intergovernmental

believe that tropical storms have grown

While the ObamaAdministration's

18

Glob.

debate. What

is continued

with a more complete

understanding

01

the risks of living in coastal areas, and
thus deal more forthrightly
sues our economist
as a moral hazard.

with the is-

friends like to label

THE AMERICAN WAY: WHY
WE ARE PAYING FOR WHAT WE
BORROWED, WITH INTEREST
Adam Braverman

Adam Braverman gradu-

"Greed, for lack of a better word, is good. Greed is right.

ated from Bucknell

Creed works."

University in 200 I with

Gecko (from the film Woll Street, 1987)

Gordon

a Bachelor of Science
''!'II gladly pay you Tuesday for a hamburger today."
degree in electrical engine .
ermg. He has five years

--J.Wellington

of work experience

INTRODUCTION

in a

(from Popeye, 1934)

Wimpy

variety of fields including

As I write this paper in early October

product design and

Average has just fallen 1,878 points

development,

sales, and

112-year history

of the index. A plague of recent bankruptcies

outs has changed

Illarketing. Adam is currently a second-year

MBA

student at Georgetown
University's

McDonough

School of Business.

the face of the financial

that were household

S700 billion bailout

legislators

package for the purchase

has agreed to bypass nervous

bankers

Yet, the news continues

As a nation,

next few days, months,

a

of toxic mortgage-backed

and lend directly

to non-financial

to get worse as the U.S. economy
crisis since the Great

we are going to ask a lot of questions
and years. While we all scramble

over the

to find our

in a world that is falling apart, many of us wonder:

footing

Depart-

and ratified

move, the Federal Reserve

into what could be the worst financial

Depression.

and bail-

and institutions

recently developed

(MBSs), and, in an unprecedented

corporations.
tumbles

landscape,

names now no longer exist. The Treasury

ment and congressional

securities

of 2008, the Dow Jones Industrial
in a week, the worst drop in the

how could

this happen?
In order to answer this question,
friend, Mr. Gordon

I beg to differ. America's
instant

gratification

like all bubbles
lenders,

ignorant

but the ultimate
pervasive,

we need look no further

Gecko. Greed works,
penchant

provided

for consumption

and desire for

Many arc quick to blame predatory
or shrewd Wall Street executives,

cause of our economic

and even harder

than our old

say? Well, sir, in this case,

the hot air that filled this bubble ... and

before, it popped.
homeowners,

)'01/

woes is far more systemic,

to remedy,
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In this paper, I will discuss
ing causes of the current
crisis. First, America
insatiable

the lead-

has developed

desire to consume

the consequences

has provided
incentives

to appease

The American

phones

the federal government

corporations

to

in the quest
Finally, I will

discuss these causes within

the frame-

work of behavioral

in order to

finance

answer what is arguably
portant

question

the most im-

of all: can we prevent

this from happening

sets, drive luxurious
and cell

on a yearly basis. Gadget

freaks

wait in line for hours in order to show

biased and unfounded

shareholders.

television

one

\Ve own

cars and replace computers

too

executives

way has become

of excessive consumption.
multiple

consider

of borrowing

for corporate

over-leverage

an

beyond

we have an infatu-

its means. Second,

ation with debt and seldom

much. Third,

CULTIVATING
CONSUMPTION

financial

again?

the world that they are among

the elite

few to first own Apple's latest iPod. As
technology
and faster,
thinner.

makes the world smaller
our patience

only grows

A sense of entitlement

desire for instant

and the

gratification

pervades

our society; we want the world and we
want it now.
Our excessive consumption

is an epi-

demic. "Today the excess spending

u.s.

households

equivalent

Everywhere we go, we are tempted

above their incomes

to about

(Chancellor
current

is

of GDP"
at our

deficit further

ports this argument.

with easier, faster ways to consume-

7 percent

200~). A glimpse

account

rent account

by

sup-

"The global cur-

deficit of the United StateS

is now larger than it has ever been-

credit cards, check cards, debit cards,
rewards cards, promises of lower APRs,
no payments for ten years, and abun-

nearing

200~). If we cannot
country,

we arc tempted

become

Everywhere

we go

with easier, faster ways
cards, check cards,

debit cards, rewards

cards, promises

of

lower APRs, no payments

for ten years,

and abundant

opportuni-

cal disorder:

BRAVERMAN

in from an-

to consume-credit

refinancing

ties. These promises

I

get it in our own

have indeed

at spending.

now an insidious

20

(Peter Institute

we have it brought

other. Americans
experts

dant refinancing opportunities.

$~OO billion"

help to fuel what is

American

psychologi-

we arc in love with debt.

rM IN YOUR DEBT:
ALOVESTORY
Our love a fC'lair Wit
. I1 d e 11t allows us to
consllme
' Iy anc I nurtures our
,
excessive
>,

mary means to showcase this romance
as most
f
.
..' IS
. . ' 0 ollr excessive spending
faCIlitated through

credit cards. "The

average American

with a credit file is

~eSp()nsible for $16,635 in debt, cxcludIng mort gages, accor diII1g to Expcrian"
(Pahner 20(8).
L' nu 'J now, credit was so abundant

that

rnOst Americans failed to weigh the
Costs
ac ssociatc
'
. d wi
. money;
,
with oWll1g
after all , everyone docs It.
. Margaret
Atwood
.
.
puts ' our s hortsi
rortsightedncss
111
simple prose, "What is this 'debt' by
\vhich we're so bedeviled? Like air,'it's
all
. aro lin d us, but we never think about
It unles'ss sornet hiIng goes wrong with
the supply"(Atwood

20(8). As with

any bad relationship, we were blinded
bvou
I
,
rove.
Most people do not think
ab out the consequences of creditOwing money IS
. a way of life:
. we
never stopped to consider
unSUstainable onc.
It is, a( n uruortunatc
C
fuels, Our economy.
t0

lenders get nervous ... usual [-Iy I ...
lenders will simply charge higher
rates ... But today, there's a huge
wariness about lending anything
at all (Kansas 200~) .

Until now, credit was so abundant that
most Americans failed to weigh the
costs associated with owing money;
after all, everyone does it.
Lenders lost confidence
and suddenly

in the system

those businesses

that

relied on credit to finance their operations and payoff their obligations

faced

a credit crunch. As these businesses
became insolvent and started to collapse, confidence
dwindled

in the marketplace

and the credit markets all but

came to a screeching

halt. Suddenly,

debt was not such a great thing to be
in love with after all.

that it is an

A HOUSE OF CREDITA HOUSE OF CARDS

truth that credit
.
Businesses

must

grow and expand, students

~ust take out loans for higher education ' ad'n 1Il(I"IVI(1uals must finance
eXl)ens'
..
t
' Ive ncccssrties
such as houses
and automobiles, Yet, as a result of our
deep-ro ote 'd rc I'lance on borrowing,
.
the cre diIt mechanism
.
has broken,
t\rner" rca
-. IS
',' waking up to discover
.
what
\vas ()nee-" so a lrundant

. now 111
. short
IS

~UPply. Dave Kansas, of The \Vall Street
.
a I , explains:

JO/frn

run on confidebts go unpaid,

"

Impatien CC.
-, C.rc diIt h as I)CC0111(, the pri-

borro\ v

Credit markets
dence ... When

While credit card debt itself has not
caused the current economic
has helped to nurture
that consuming

crisis, it

the mentality

beyond

our

means

is okay. Like a serpent, this mentality slithered

its way into other places,

perhaps

none more important

housing

market-another

American

consumers

than the

forum where
bit off more than

they could chew.
American

borrowers

were all too happy

to buy homes that they could not
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Warren Buffett, in an interview with

delinquencies

Charlie Rose, sums it up in a simple

led many mortgage

securities

to tumble

borrowed

money

on a burning

sentence, "The biggest single cause

in value-the

acted like kerosene

buildingt

Kansas 200S).

Once we peeled back the curtain

[of the current crisis] was that we

discovered

had a tremendous real estate bubble."

stockholders

fled from corporations

that found

themselves

unable

their credit obligations,
afford, while lenders

were all too happy

to offer terms that they knew their
customers

that housing

could only increase,
continued

bubble

Buffett, in an interview

with Charlie

Rose, sums it up in a

simple sentence,

"The biggest single

cause [of the current

crisis] was that

we had a tremendous

real estate

Brothers

were some of the first to suf-

fer, but the fallout is far from over.

by our love

affair with debt, led to an invasion

due an implicit
whether

be valued

failure to

or not borrowers

could in fact pay their mortgages.
M BSs found

As

their way onto the bal-

ance sheets of corporations
industries,

of

by toxic MBSs-secu-

rities that could not possibly

acknowledge

Despite our government's

they effectively

in multiple
masked

the

true values of the assets and liabilities
of the firms that invested

in them.

Reserve's decisions

(the Federal
to lower interest

rates and loan money

directly

to non-

financial

firms seem to be inadequate

attempts

at restoring

between

lenders

this lost trust

and borrowers),

capital and credit markets

the

continue

to spiral downwards,

and no fix is im-

minent.

a reality check for

Congress

Yet, perhaps

is in order, because

major factor contributing

another

to this crisis

comes from a far more surprising
source: the federal government.

Again, Dave Kansas sums up the issue

Our current

very succinctly:

ed in 1<) 13, and that tax policy included

... borrowed

money

credit markets

flowed into the

over the past several

years. For a time, this borrowed
money

amplified

banks, securities
investors

the profits that
firms and other

earned ... But ... mortgage

tax policy was implement-

the provision
deductible

for interest

(Lowenstein

the federal government
thinking

to be tax
2006). \Vhile
was most likely

about homeowners

corporations,

"there

that Congress

thought

this provision"

22 I BRAVERMAN

best inten-

the lifeless patient

that is our economy

caused directly

capital markets

LEVERAGE AND THE ART
OF FIRM MAINTENANCE
tions to resuscitate

(Buffet 200~).

This bubble,

correctly

credit ran dry. Fannie Mac,

to inflate in epic propor-

tions. Warren

bubble"

all but

Freddie Mac, Bear Stearns and Lehman

prices

the housing

to meet

and firm value

With confidence

destroyed,

could not meet. Coupled

with the delusion

tumbled.

and

the real value of MhSs,

and not

is no evidence ...
much about

(Lowenstein

2(06).

Perh· ."
.
.
aps It IS time for legislators to stop
and thi 111 k''. The ultimate result of this.
century-old provision is that firms
hav
.
c an incentive to finance operations through debt rather than equity.
We have effectively created the means
for businesses to love debt as much as
consumers. This fact helps us understand why, in the wake of this financial

$4 trillion losses land in the wrong

part of this economy it can gum up
the whole place (Buffett 20(8).
Things have gotten sticky ... fast. As a
result of the write-downs

firms had to

take due to MBSs, financial distress has
led to a plethora

of mergers, bailouts,

and bankruptcies.

crisis, we learned that some Wall Street
firms were leveraged-up
cal numbers.

to astronomi-

Through archaic provisions of tax law,
our government basically rewards

The tax benefits of debt are an enorInOusly effective tool for increasing
returns and manipulating

SUchas return on equity (ROE) and
ear .
,
nlngs per share (EPS). Through arch .
. .
arc provIsions of tax law, our governrnent basically rewards CEOs for taking
on excessive debt. It is a well-known
fact in the business world that managers have a responsibility

CEOs for taking on excessive debt.

numbers

to increase

returns for their shareholders.

The

The incentive for managers to choose
debt over equity should be removed.
The Congressional

budget office seems

to agree:
The Congressional

budget office

estimates ... effective tax rates for
debt financed investment

are

problem is that the federal government

-6.4 percent, while equity financed

has made it easy for CEOs to do so at

investment

a Cost that manv failed to consider:
financial distre~s.

deduction

It seems that businesses are no different from individual consumers in their
ab')'
. I It)' to ignore the costs of borrow-

faces an effective tax rate

of 36.1 percent. Eliminating

this

would make tax policy

more neutral and businesses ...
more responsive
the investment

to the nature of
(TF Staff 20(5).

Ing, especially in times of prosperity.

Less debt also means more liquid-

\Va rrcn Buffett spoke about the risks

ity. With more liquid capital at their

of
., lev",-rage, "VIOU can usc Icverage an d
It s' th
. c only way a smart guy can go
broke'f· .. 1 you d 0 one wrong thing
.

disposal and less debt on their books,

along th e way It
. can wipe
. you out. "
Tell that to Lehman Brothers.
BUffett continues:

for fresh capital during a time when

\Ve leveraged up and if you have

firms like Bear Stearns and Lehman
Brothers would not have had to search
no one was willing to lend it to them.
Steve Wallman speaks about this issue
in his paper:

2Q<Yo fall in the value of a $20 trillion

asset, that's $4 trillion. And when
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With banks and others
mortgage-backed
unknown

holding

securities

us. Perhaps

of

Mr. Gecko docs not view

greed with the same trepidation

... value, credit has evapo-

Mr. Malkiel does. Malkiel cautions,

rated. Banks won't loan ... Compa-

"Greed

nies needing

feature of every spectacular

to borrow

or just not contract,
trouble

getting

boom

it

20(8).

in

20(7). \Ve arc not

(Malkicl

robots. \Ve are overconfident.

the economy,

(Wallman

run amok has been an essential

history"

loans ... Without

credit lubricating
seizes-up

to expand,

start having

that

biased judgments.

\Ve make

We follow the herd.

We tend to frame events in such a way
as to stroke our own egos. These four

Is it human nature that creates bubbles

behaviors

constitute

what is known

and causes them to burst? History

the foundation

as behavioral

Malkicl puts it, " ... [investors
mate their own knowledge,

suggests that the cyclical nature of the

mate the risks involved,
their ability to control

economy is unavoidable.
PUTTING THE PIECES
TOGETHER: THE BEHAVIORAL FINANCE PUZZLE

overesti-

and exaggerate

of behavioral

why perfectly

tional beings act irrationally
make markets

1

underesti-

events" (Malkie1

2(07). The frameworks
finance help explain

of

finance. AS

ra-

and hence

inefficient.

The latest crisis is a perfect example.
Is it human

nature

that creates bubbles

Investors

believed

that our nation's

and causes them to burst? Ilistory

economic

prosperity

suggests

unabated

and that they could take

that the cyclical nature

the economy

is unavoidable.

of

From

would continue

advantage

of it (overconfidence).

the tulip bulb craze to the South Sea

Corporate

executives

bubble,

type of security

from the Internet

bubble

to our

discovered

and made a mad dash

very own real estate mess, we continue

to gain from investment

to tell the same story in different

accurately

Burton

Malkiel explains

unavoidable
sustainable

response

the economy's

to bubbles,

"Un-

prices may persist for years,

but eventually
(Malkiel

ways.

they reverse themselves"

20(7). The market adjusts it-

self, but only in response
that buy and scll within

to the people
it. People

inflate prices. People depress
to fear, doubt,

they could not

value (biased judgments).

Homeowners
flipping'

a new

saw their neighbors

houses

for hefty gains and

fclt left out (herding).

Combined

our excessive consumption

with

and love

affair with debt, we created

a positive

feedback

the value of

loop that inflated

the market.

prices due

and greed. People make

Incorrect

valuation

has been one of

the root causes of every major bubble

markets

inefficient.

Humans

may be rational,

in history. All the signs were there; we
most rational

beings act irrationally

when our emotions
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but even the

get the better of

just ignored

them. \Ve knew there was

a housing

bubble

ourselves

that market

but we convinced
values were

correct. As with previous bubbles,

RESOURCES

conditions were ripe for us to delude

1. Hipping

ourselves. First, our desire for instant
gratillcation

led us to habitually

con-

a profit.

SUl11ebeyond our means. This rabid
consumption

led to mortgage

is a term used to describe
purchasing a home in a rapidly rising
housing market and selling it quickly for

delin-

quencies and defaults, which caused
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T

wo of the most recognized and discussed "market
failures" in public policy exist when effects of market
transactions spillover

onto third parties and when

individuals can enjoy the benefit of a good or service without
paying for its provision. In this essay,I illustrate that these forms

of market failures are actually institutional
assign property

failures to adequately

rights. Recognizing this and framing market

failures as a problem of property

rights can help cconornists

and policy makers discover innovative solutions that are often

from West Virginia

overlooked.

University in 2008, and

problems as such, may themselves contribute

h'IS research emphasis

expanding domain of new solutions.

has been on local public

Economists

finance and policy.

situations

Policy makers who similarly frame these difficult
to the ever

often inform public policy makers of "market failures,"
in which there is wide agreement

government

interventions

that efficiency enhancing

are possible (Pigou 1932). However, econo-

mists may often have a more nuanced conceptual

understanding

of

these cases than the policy makers they advise on matters of market
policy (Hart and Zingales 2008). As a result, policy makers may find it
difficult to distinguish

actual market failures from other social con-

cerns and commercial

failures (Holcombe

particular

types of market failures that would be better understood

if framed as «institutional
as institutional
solutions

and Sobel 200 1). There are

failures." Framing certain market failures

failures will help policy makers think creatively about

that may address the underlying

cause of the failure.

To begin, it is helpful to think about what a market is and what it
requires to function. A market is not just a collection of commercial
transactions,

but is a system of decentralized

making. When these individuals
the presence of competing
pertaining

individual

engage in commercial

decisiontransactions.

buyers and sellers acting on information

to their own self-interest

can have the consequence

ing resources to their most valued use under certain conditions.
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individual

decision

making

ized in this manner,
commonly

is not real-

an economist

label the problem

failure." The common

sources

failures can generally
externalities,

will

a "market
of such

be classified

inadequate

into

provision

of

public goods, a lack of competition,

is an example

of a pecuniary

ity. In contrast,
process

external-

if a new production

results in a form of pollution

that requires

medical

technological

externality,

treatment,

the same result of effectively
ing the earnings
introduction

of workers

However, the way economists communicate the concepts of externalities

The consequences

and public goods is misleading because,

the college graduates,

loweras did the

of competing

college graduates.

labor from

for economic

ciency, however,

a

the costs ha\'e

effi-

To

are polar opposites.
the high earn-

ings acted as a signal from the market

as Cheung (1970) pointed out, these

that more workers
needed

are not the failure of markets but

and provided

technological
resulted

the way economists
concepts

communicate

of externalities

goods is misleading
(1970) pointed

by others,

and public

because,

externality

benefits

categories:

pecuniary

are only referring

plaints

may hear com-

from constituents

real earnings.

with the sarll'

that is, a decline

Similarly,

likely to lobby for protection

that occur through

eign competition

a technological

occurs through
price (Scitovsky

rain damage,

of the market,

other than

1954). An example

downward
the existing

pressure
workers

of similar

which are both spillover

efficiency

of

pedigree

an institutional

concerns.

with this terminology

ure" is a misnomer

labor force, the
on the earnings

from for-

as they are from acid

these circumstances

When new college gradu-

ates enter the existing

economic

The difficulty

of each can clarify this important
difference.

<l~

effects, but only the acid rain warrants

externality

any channel

in

firms are just

effects of individual

making

externali-

as

costs," but they

to the technological

effective outcome,

and technologi-

usC

when they do so, Notice

that policy makers

into two

externalities

spillover

ties are spillover

whereas

ROSS

to a more efficient

and fulfilling a social need. Economists

Pecuniary

the price mechanism

I

of more college

cal externalities.

decision
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externality

was a result of resources

externalities

or costs incurred

and can be classified

type

the negative

pecuniary

"unintended

consideration

of pollution

education

often simply explain

but of institutions.

without

whereas

being redirected

as Cheung

occur when a party engag-

es in an activity
of spillover

the

out, these arc not the

failure of markets
Externalities

However,

to

The negative

in too much of a certain

of production,
problems.

the incentive

act on this information.

of institutions.
and information

of this caliber were

is that "market

in
fail-

for what is actually

failure to adequately

as-

sign pro pert y righ ts (Cheu ng 1970). A
social, cultural,

or legal institution

maY

not be adequately
tecting property

assigning and pro-

In discussing

externalities,

rights for any variety

"institutional

failure" directs thinking

the term

of reasons. Perhaps a suitable assign-

towards the root of the problem, a lack

111entof property

of property

rights is not possible

\vith current technology,
prohibitively

or it is just

expensive. Coase (1960)

rights, and frames the poli-

cy maker's task towards the appropriate
solution of determining

to whom the

articulated the point that technologi-

rights should be assigned and how to

cal externalities

define them. For example, in the 1960s,

are a consequence

unassigned property

of

rights. If a firm

Port Lincoln, a rock lobster fishing

\\'ishes to dump waste on private prop-

community

erty, it must provide compensation
on
n1utually agreeable terms or face legal

encing a special case of externalities

~onsequences.

If the firm drops waste

Commons."

In international

waters or emits par-

popularly

in Australia, was experiknown as the "Tragedy of the
Because each fisherman

had no incentive to return an under-

ticulate matter into the air, it is unlikely

sized lobster, or restrain the number

any individual

of catches they made, the fishermen

has the legal recourse

necessary to negotiate
\\'.

Ithout property

compensation.

rights, there is no

n1eans for markets to function
rectly, as their operation

cor-

Property rights. The true source of the
rights.

tentionally instill the idea that the only
approach is to nudge market outcomes
solutions

SUbsidies, or regulation.
certainly potential

solutions,

taxing production?

created by government

consequences
action in

these situations? Furthermore, these
sol .
utlOns share the burden among all
taxpayers in the relevant jurisdiction
and are subjected
Pol'Itlcal
.
process.

the only approach is to nudge market
outcomes with second-best solutions
like taxes, subsidies,or regulation.

but they

the amount of a tax or s~bsidy be
det
.
ermll1ed? How should compliance
be regulated? Is there a way to tax an
externality without

The label "market failure" can

monitor

effcctivclv, I low should

\Vh at are the unintended
.

this issue by

like taxes,

These are

are difficult to continuously
and implement

fishery officials in

Port Lincoln addressed

unintentionally instill the idea that

The Ia be I" mar kct tal
-'1"urc can unm.

With second-best

of their livelihood.

the source

depends on

Problem is the failure of an institution
to assign property

were collectively destroying

to the turbulent

essentially assigning property
not by granting

a monopoly

rights,
or taxing

lobster, but by fixing the total number
of boats by requiring

each fisherman

to

purchase a license (Marks 200 I). These
licenses represent

the right to fish for

lobster and can be resold to others,
giving the lobster men the incentive to
treat it like any other private resource
to be conserved

and protected.

There

is also an effective self-monitoring
feature, for if a rival fishing company
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outsider

were to act in detriment

lobster

population,

to the

it would diminish

to exclude others

Furthermore,

possible,

initiative

the fishermen

to work with scientists
what voluntary

necessary
lobster

for the sustainability

population.

different

fisheries around

The success of assigning

of the

reason why tradable

in many

change debate.
"mar-

in consumption

have non-excludable

benefits

2004). The relevant
excludability,

build their brand
of production

public

that help

name. Subsidization

remains

the dominant

approach

by government

the under

provision

to resolving

of public goods,

failur-

it as an institutional

of the problem

for clever policy makers beyond

reach-

ing into the public purse.

and
(Sobel

Despite

trait here is non-

recognizing

externalities

the existence

of

and public goods at least

once the good

since the days of Adam Smith, econo-

or service is produced,

no one can be

mists did not start to realize absent

from enjoying

the benefits.

property

rights as the root of the prob-

One can think of a FM radio signal

lem until Coasc (1960), a roughly

or national

year period.

defense as having non-

excludability.
people

The inability

from enjoying

to exclude

to "free-ride"

by understating

their demand

good, believing

that it will be pro-

this insight by similarly
these concerns

for the

180

Policy makers can benefit

in the same way economists

the public good

gives them an incentive

have from

understanding

as institutional

to assign property

failures

rights. The greatest

public good is innovation,

and frarninf

vided anyway. This can result in the

the nature

correctly

public good being underprovided

the first step towards

relative to the social ideal, which is

of new potential

why economists

refer to it as a market

failure. Like externalities,
this under provision

however,

is actually

caused

by an institutional

failure to provide

adequate

rights. By defini-

property

tion, private

ROSS

elaborate

meaning

prevented

I

by providing

helps reveal the nature

as those which are

both non-rival

using product-tying,

water shows and attractions

but framing

involves public

goods and services, which are defined
by economists

non-excludability

compete

permits,

as "cap and trade," have

ket failure" situation

rights.

ing. In Las Vegas, hotels and casinos

is part of the

The other often-misnamed

to secure property

via FM radio and is tied with advertis-

to receive so much consideration

in the climate

institutions

such as when free music is provided

the world.

pollution

expen-

The private sector has often dealt with

property

rights in these fisheries

is not technologically

or is prohibitively

sive, then it is a failure of the existing
are

The success of Port

has been replicated

better known

to

controls

Lincoln

begun

take the

usc of the property

et a12009, 33). If the ability

the resale value of the other licenses.

determine

30

right to exclusive
(Gwartney

property

rights include

the

of the problem

the development

solutions.

is
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ach year in the United States, millions of doses of influ-

enza vaccine remain unsold and are discarded at the

end of the flu season. The characteristics of vaccine

production

and demand for the vaccine result in an imbalance

of supply and demand. Influenza vaccines need six months
of production

of Policy Management
program at the
Georgetown

and require millions of chicken eggs, influenza

strains change every year, and demand for the vaccine
stable and concentrated

Public Policy

IS

un-

in a short period. Despite the surplus

at the end of each flu season, approximately

36,000 patients

Institute. He is a graduate

each year die from influenza. In addition to entailing a waste of

of TOkyo University

resources, the surplus influenza vaccines impose a great cost

(LLB),

and Was born in Tokyo,
Japan in 1978.

on manufacturers. To alleviate these problems, the government should improve access to and increase consumption

of

influenza vaccine by abolishing or relaxing state regulations that
limit the authority to administer vaccinations. In the long run, it
would be desirable for the government

to continue subsidizing

scientific research that could improve the vaccine production
process and the vaccine itself.

INTRODUCTION
In the United States, seasonal
hospitalizations
Thompson

et aI20(3).

had always been worried
vaccine-manufacturing
tion (FDA) ordered

facturing

about
market.

Parkedale

(cGMP)
writing

produce

226,000

ct al 2004;
influenza

(Table 1), but until 2005, the United States

vaccine in October

Practices

from the market,

causes approximately

Today six manufacturers

vaccine for the US market

of influenza

influenza

and 36,000 deaths each year (Thompson

manufacturers

dropping

out of the

When the Food and Drug AdministraPharmaceuticals

to halt its production

1999 because

violations,

of current

Parkedale

off some $45 million,

GEORGETOWN

Good Manu-

chose to withdraw
rather

than to incur the
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its facility

cost of upgrading

(Brown

Chiron

Vaccines'

license because

contamination

at its manufacturing

facility, Chiron

had been expected

supply 46-4R million

doses for the US

consumption

next season.

exits from the market

made many Americans

think that there

was an influenza-vaccine

shortage

imbalanced

THE VACCINE'S
CHARACTERISTICS
To explain

to their belief, however,

At the end of the 2006-07 season,

the imbalance

duction

remained unsold and were discarded ...
for the 2007-08 flu season, six manufacturers produced approximately 140.6
million doses, of which only I 12.8 mil-

of influenza

First, influenza

vaccine pro-

requires

of fertilized

vac-

every year, even in

the 2004-05 season (Figure 1) when
Chiron's

unexpected

suspension

half of the anticipated
reaching

the United

vaccines

of influenza

341 KOJIMA

kept
from

States. At the end

of the 2006-07 season,

18 million doses

vaccine remained

chicken

2(03). Manufacturers

(Gerdil
influenza

viruses

eggs

inject

into the eggs, where

the viruses take months

to replicate.

The viruses arc then harvested

from tht

eggs, inactivated,

Since

and purified.

the eggs must be ordered
of the six-month
is virtually

far in advano'

production

impossible

Second, because

unsold

six or more months

process,

it

to rapidly adjust

the vaccine supply to demand.

lion were distributed in the market.
of doses of influenza

the

characteristics

and millions

18 million doses of influenza vaccine

of supply anJ

it helps to understand

following
vaccines.

cine remain

in the influenza-

vaccine market?

demand,

millions

be used for the

But why is there so much

in

the United States.
In contrast

for each

waste every year? \Vhy are supply and
demand

for

influenza

are made exclusively

season and thus cannot
to

at the

they had

et al 2005). These

the season (Danzon
widely publicized

end of the f1u season because

vaccines

werc

As many as

not been sold and because

of

more than half of the United

States' total projected

in the market.

28 million doses were discarded

2004,

manufacturing

140.6 million

approximately

distributed

for cGM P violations

the UK suspended

market,

produced

after the FDA fined it more

2(04). And in October

as well. For the

doses, of which only 112.8 million

that it too would exit the

than $30 million

and were discarded

2007-08 f1u season, six manufacturers

2002, \Vyeth Laboratories

November
announced
market

to comply

et <112(05). In

with cGMP (Danzon

unsold

most prevalent
sonal influenza,
produced
winter

of fluctuations
virus strains

in the

of sea-

a new vaccine must be

each year. To this end, in late

each year the FDA determines

which three influenza-virus

strains

will most likely prevail in the United
States the following
(US Government

influenza

Accountability

season
Officc

2(07). From the time this decision

nlade, vaccine manufacturers
only six months

is

Demand for the vaccine in one season

have

is associated with the severity of that

or so to produce the

vaccines and deliver them to healthcare providers.

season's influenza, but it is difficult to

Because each strain is

unique, manufacturers

often encoun-

ter growth and processing
cannot be predicted

estimate the demand in advance and

issues that

to produce the very amount of vaccine

until production

begins, which means that manufacturers have to find the optimum
of production

that would just meet the demand at

means

by trial-and-error

each

a given price.

year. This entails the risk of producing Vast quantities

of defective vaccine.

Taking into account
production

that the tight

approximately

schedule does not allow for

new batches of vaccine to be produced
In time if growth and processing

in

issues

do arise. As a result, if such issues do
end up pro-

ducing more influenza vaccine than is
actually needed, which is often the case.
Finally, the demand

for influenza vac-

cine is unstable but is concentrated

in a

short period (Uscher- Pines et al 20(7).
In the 2002-03

season, 83.0 million

doses of influenza vaccine were sold in
tOtal, but the number
'Dillion in 2004-05

dropped

to 57.1

and then increased

to 102.5 million in 2006-07

(Table 1).

Denland for the vaccine in one season
is associated with the severity of that
season's influenza,

but it is difficult to

estimate the demand

in advance and

to produce the very amount

of vaccine

that would just meet the demand
a given price. The demand

at

(National

Center for I Icalth Statistics). This
demand

for manufacturers

vaccine when they begin production

not arise, manufacturers

tion for each season was concentrated

short-term

includes extra

case such growth and processing

74-80<Y<) of all consump-

in October and November

issues

render some of the vaccine defective,
eVery manufacturer

During the last three influenza seasons,

makes it difficult
to adjust the price

of influenza vaccine, even if they were
able to get feedback from the
market. After December, demand
shrinks to such an extent that the
manufacturers

virtually cannot sell

the vaccine at any price.
These main characteristics
vaccine supply and demand

of influenza
are behind

each year's unsold vaccine surplus, but
the imbalance

of supply and demand

has grown recently (figure

1) as new

, facturers
nl<lnu
<L ,-, have entered the US
market, including GlaxoSmithKline
Biologicals (2005), ID Biomedical
Corp. of Quebec (2006), and CSL Ltd.
(2007). Why is surplus

vaccine such a

problem? Some seem to believe that
not having to worry about vaccine
shortages

means there is no problem,

but that is not the casco

window is

eXtremely short as well, typically lasting from October

to early November.
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THE PROBLEMS

society would no longer incur such

Three main problems
imbalance
market.

stem from the

the cost of producing

a dose of influ-

ters for Disease Control
(CDC)

publishes

While

the Cen-

and Prevention

the retail price per

dose. The most popular

and least ex-

2007 (CDC 200R), which

in September

means that at least $326 million
tential

those unsold
fertilized

of po-

was lost in the 2007-0R

revenue

season. And the resources

involved

vaccines-millions

chicken

and labor-were

in

of

eggs, months

toward

another

influenza

purpose.

resulting

from the US market,

in a monopoly

resources,

2002). Parkedale

they each decided

however,

that operating

ct al 2005, Poland

the characteristics

cine market

of the vac-

have not changed:

vaccines

and millions

with potential

and concentrated

influenza

vaccine

ing influenza

of doses of

remain

unsold,

more

and approximately
from influenza

36,000 patients

die

if the patients
(Thompson

2(03). According

is approximately
(Poland

et al

to one study, the total

social loss related to seasonal
$12 billion

and Marcuse

influenza
each year

20(4). If more

production

to that seen

oligopoly

retail prices. Furtherleave the mar-

of innovations

in the

process and in the vaccine

itself decrease.
These problems-wasted
thousands

of avoidable

the risk of monopoly

resources,
deaths, and
or oligopoly-

people were to have access to and were

should

to consume

since they result from the vaccine-

the influenza

vaccine, our

not be left unsolved.

production

361 KOJIMA

similar

and the resulting

ket, the chances

had been immunized
ct al 2004; Thompson

in the future, bringing

more, as manufacturers

might have been avoided

produc-

in 2004 when Chiton's license was

caused higher

each year. Those deaths and complications

the US market

suspended

and its complications

that

vaccine today will leave

about a situation

than 200,000 people are hospitalized

is still

in a short

it is possible

some of the manufacturers
Second, while millions

schedule

and the demand

Therefore,

at least

of fertilized

eggs, the production

unstable

making

still requires

is still tight and fraught

period.

in

2(04). Since they exited,

complications,

not be left unsolved.

market
because

did not yield sufficient

(Danzon

and Marcuse

six months

risk of monopoly or oligopoly-should

et al

and Wyeth dropped

in 1999 and 2002, respectively,

the US market

in

as seen

out of the US influenza-vaccine

chicken

thousands of avoidable deaths, and the

or oligopoly
market,

in 2000,2001, and 2004 (Fukuda

influenza

These problems-wasted

im-

of doses of unsold

vaccine, some manufacturers

might withdraw

returns

of time

wasted but could have

been allocated

in millions

the influenza-vaccine

retail price was $11. 72

pensive vaccine's

plicated

all

loss of life.

Finally, faced with the lost revenue

in the influenza-vaccine
first, it wastes resources.

enza vaccine is not published,

enormous

However.

process and demand

for tn-

vaccine, it is unlikely

that the market

wil! solve the problems

on its own.

How can we solve the problems?
should the government
SUpply and demand

With regard to expanding
number

What

of suggestions

dations

do to balance

after December,

These in-

purchase

of vaccine

the launch

of a vacci-

vaccine market?

nation

GOVERNMENT ROLE IN
THE SHORT RUN

tion (Poland

and Marcuse

and Brennan

2005; Sanofi Pasteur

campaign

late in the season, and

the improvement

of access to vaccina2004; Mello

2007; Sloan et al 2004). Among
In the short run, it is difficult

to

drastically change

produc-

the current

tion process, because
involve altering

improving

either the selection

virus strains,

the injection

ized chicken

eggs, or the months-long

replication

process.

alternative

to the current

regulations

into fertil-

borhood

available.

demand

popular

is the most

adVisable means by which to reduce
the surplus,

particularly

ber because demand
after December

after Decem-

shrinks

vaccine decreases

until November

rernains stable after December

diffiCulties in growing

tribution

(Fukuda

dition, although

the optimal

for influenza-vaccine

continues

macist
is

vaccinato be

WOrthwhile. In 21 out of the 32 influenZa seasons between
influenza activity

1976 and 2007,

peaked

Or later (CDC MMWR
bOdy can produce
against infection

in February
200~), and the

antibodies
within

two weeks of vaccination
11lent Accountability

to protect

approximately
(US Govern-

and the District

influenza

Hygiene

influenza

timeframe

Maine, New
of

did not allow pharmacists

prescriptions

In ad-

administration

October or early November,

Office 2007). As of

2008, however,

South Carolina,

delayed dis-

et aI2(02)).

tion after December

Mental

and processing

that season's virus strains

of influenza

vaccines

York City Department

in 2000-0 I when some manufacturers'

the most

(US Govern-

to administer

(except

than at

vaccine would increase

Columbia
but

to

at neigh-

vaccine-consumption

York, West Virginia,

in Figure 2. The stock of influenza

people

place to receive the influenza

September

each year, as shown

rather

office-currently

ment Accountability

drastically

ad-

vaccinations

pharmacies

physicians'

There-

or relaxing state

If states allowed

receive influenza

production

it could be

for influenza-vaccine

ministration.

So far, no practical

process has become
fore, expanding

effected by abolishing

of

Inc.

them,

access to the vaccine would

be the least costly, because

doing so would

a

and recommen-

have been proposed.

clude government

in the influenza-

demand,

(New

of Health and

2008), and Arizona,
and Georgia

required

from physicians

vaccinations

to receive

from a phar-

(ABC News 2008). Other state

regulations

regarding

the influenza

vaccine might constitute

barriers

to

more effective delivery of the vaccine
(National
islatures

Conference

of State Leg-

2008). Some articles

report

that states in which pharmacists
administer

vaccinations

influenza-vaccination

enjoy higher
rates than states

in which pharmacists
ister the vaccines

can

cannot

admin-

(Steyer ct al 2004;

Office 20(5).
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Hogue et al 20(6). Thus, abolishing

complications.

or relaxing state regulations

more flexibility and a higher likelihood

vaccine administration

regarding

could increase

access to and consumption

of being able to balance supply and
demand.

of the

vaccine and could thereby reduce the
waste involved in producing

Subsidizing

those innovations

surplus

research related

tll

would therefore be

a desirable policy that the government

influenza vaccine.

should pursue in the long run.

GOVERNMENT ROLE
IN THE LONG RUN

CONCLUSION

In the long run, it is of the utmost

cine remain unsold every year. While

importance

vaccine surpluses at the end of each tlu

Millions of doses of influenza vac-

to improve the unpredict-

able, inefficient, and lengthy produc-

season seldom receive media atten-

tion process. To this end, revolutionary

tion compared

technologies

at the beginning

have been developed

recently. In 2003, the government
the Netherlands

approved

Solvay Pharmaceuticals

of

(Danzon

of the season, such
waste of

resources. To address this problem,

by

which replicates in mammalian

to vaccine shortages

surpluses entail an enormous

a new type

of influenza vaccine developed

20(5),
cells

the government
to encourage

could pursue would bi

state legislatures

to abol-

instead of fertilized chicken eggs, with

ish or relax current state regulations
of vaccine administration

risk, less waste,
time (Tree

of Health & Human Ser-

vices awarded a $97 million contract
Sanof Pasteur to support

to

the develop-

ment of cell-based influenza vaccines
and to speed the production

process

(HHS 20(5). In January 2008, Acambis
PLC announced
in developing

that it had succeeded
the "universal"

influenza

vaccine, which can provide protection
against all influenza strains and would
eliminate

the need to develop indi-

vidual vaccines specific to virus strains
(The Times 2(04). Such scientific
advances could improve the storability
of vaccines, reduce the lead time required for production,

and reduce the

tendency of manufacturers

to overpro-

duce in case of growth and processing

to improve

access to influenza vaccines.

ct al 2(01). Also, in April 2005, the US
Department

the

most efficient and least costly policy

a lower contamination
and a shorter production
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This would result in

Perhaps the best hope comes from
scientific advances, including

not only

a universal vaccine that could work
against all strains of influenza virus,
but also a reduction
required

in the lead-time

for production.

In the long

run, therefore, the government
continue

to support

development
companies

should

research and

and encourage

private

to put new technologies

practical use.

to

TABLE I
Influenza vaccine

manufacturers.

production

& distribution

r-Season

r--

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

•

•

•

•

•

*d

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2004-05

2003-04

2002-03

2000-01

2001-02

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1999-00

t'1
~ufacturers*a
Parkedale

•

~aCeuticals.lnc.
Wyeth
r-~

..Inc

Laboratories
pasteur.

Inc. *b

NOVartis Vaccines

D'

and

~nostics

Ltd. *c

~mmune

Vaccines.

Inc.

GlaxoSmithKline
BiOlogicals
ID Biomedical
~POration

of Quebec

•

CSL Ltd.

I-Production*e

77.2

77.9

87.7

95.0

86.9

61.0

86.0

120.9

140.6

~

9.5

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

~st

19.6

5.4

2.3

14.5

18.5

8.5

6.4

0.0

0.0

~ember

15.2

9.2

21.6

36.2

29.6

9.2

21.8

24.6

54.0

~ber

31.5

10.0

19.1

32.0

28.4

24.9

30.9

45.1

52.0

30.2

1.0

~Iions

of Doses)

D'
~ibution*f

S

November

D

~mber
~y
~ary

~
~ern alnder
.
*a

(GAO-OS-27)

*b sanofi pasteur, Inc. renamed

\

Novartis Vaccines

*e

Chiron's

acquired

license was suspended

Santoli J presentation

*f Orenstein

0.3

4.4

9.5

0.0

22.2

1.5

0.0

2.2

4.3

0.8

2.4

5.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

76.8

70.4

77.7

83.0

83.1

57.1

81.2

102.5

112.8

4.8

18.4

27.8

3.9

3.8

12.0

10.0

7.5

[6] pp.4S.
Pasteur,

Ltd. acquired
Medeva

Inc. in 200S.Aventis
Chiron Vaccines

Pharma

Pasteur. Inc. renamed

Ltd. in 200 I. Medeva had previously

by the UK government

from Connaught

Ltd. in 2006. Chiron Vaccines

in October

Ltd. acquired

acquired

Laboratories,
PowderJect

Evans Vaccines

Inc. in 1999.
Pharmaceuticals

Ltd.

2004.

[25] pp.4.

W presentation

(GAO-OS-27)

33.2

from Aventis

and Diagnostics

pic. in 2003. PowderJect
*d

21.6

0.4

unsold

Based on GAO report

1.0

21.0

[26] pp.9 (season

[6] pp.19 (season

2003).Wallace

1999-200 I).Wilder
G presentation

E et al presentation
[2S] pp.S (season

[27] pp.13 (season

2002,2004-2006).

GAO report

2007).
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Figure I. Influencza Vaccine Production & Distribution
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THE UNIQUE ROLE OF
GOVERNMENT IN THE
AVIATION INDUSTRY
Jarret Jackson

Jarret Jackson has over
seven years of experience
as a management

and

strategy consultant
and has worked for

T

he role of the Federal Aviation Administration

unique among federal agencies because of its level of
involvement

in the day-to-day operations

in both

the private and public

of the com-

panies it regulates. This paper explores that level of involvement
in the context

of deregulation-first

of the Airline Deregulation
organizations

(FAA) is

by looking at the results

Act of 1978 and then by examin-

ing the impact that regulation and the FAA have had on airline
operations

and performance. The railroad and banking indus-

sectors. Jarret received

tries are used as instructive case studies to illustrate differences

his Bachelor of Science

in the objectives of government

in policy analysis and

details the government's

management

and food and drug safety as a way of understanding

from Cornell

University in 200 I. He is
Currently pursuing his

role in ensuring consumer product

measures implemented

in the airline industry.The

safety
investigation

strives to show that the FAA has assumed a role unlike that of
any other government

MBAin the evening pro-

deregulation. Later, the paper

agency in an effort to strike a balance

between consumer safety and market efficiency.

gram at the McDonough
School of Business at
Georgetown

University.

INTRODUCTION
Government
debate

regulation

of industry

in the world today. Although

is to ensure citizens'
have difficulty

larly true in the airline

with market

Airspace

efficiencies.

sometimes
protecting

This is particu-

Act of 1978, the airline

(FAA) develops

the safety of passengers

of the National

between

and

of regulation

industry.

one of the most heavily regulated

Aviation Administration

purpose

governments

the most effective balance

Despite the Airline Deregulation

protect

the primary

safety and fair treatment,

finding

their citizens and interfering

remains

is a topic of much discussion

industries.

The Federal

policies that not only

but also seek to improve

System (NAS). In addition,
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the agency
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works with airlines on a daily basis to

The need for and the nature

manage

ADA arc important

the movement

day-to-day

of air traffic

operations.

standing

and present

relationship

government

and airlines.

Thirty

Deregulation

passed into
Act (Pub-

lic Law 95-5(4) which was designed
encourage,

develop

to

and attain an air

transportation

system which would rely

on competitive

market

forces to deter-

mine the quality, variety and prices of
airline service.
Act (ADA)

It was the first

was groundbreaking.

of a series of efforts toward deregulation of
trucking,

u.s.

industries

railroads,

sion, stock exchange

which included

buses, cable televibrokerage,

and gas, telecommunications,

oil
financial

markets

and even local electric and gas

utilities

(Library

of Economics

and

Liberty 2008).

industry,

and schedules.

maximum

into law the Airline Deregulation

Act

(Public Law 95-504) which was designed
develop and attain an air

allowing

system which would

airlines
fares, routes

for ensuring

FAA

the safety

But "there was to be

reliance on competition

to

bring about

the objectives

innovation,

low prices and price/service

options

of efficiency,

while still providing

air transportation

the needed

system" (Brenner

ct

al 1985).
In particular,
remains

the act states that the FAA

responsible

and for ensuring

for issues of safety

the availability

services

of a

efficient and

from airlines.

The

act stresses the importance

of heavy

reliance

markets

on the competitive

order to provide

consumers

air transportation

system and allow

and well-managed

carriers

to earn profits. This includs

market

new carriers

and current

in

with an

efficient

encouraging

transportation

forces into

in setting

variety of appropriate,

passed

the

The newly created

was responsible

affordable

Thirty years ago, Congress

market

flexibility

of passengers.

The Airline Deregulation

between

of the ADA was to intro-

duce competitive
the airline

past

Defined

The purpose

greater

in the

and the unique

AIRLINE DEREGULATION
ACT OF 1978

law the Airline Deregulation

to encourage,

factors in under-

the role of government

airline industry

years ago, Congress

of the

airline

to enter the

carriers

to expand

their services.

rely on competitive

market forces to
Furthermore,

determine

the quality, variety and prices

actions

the act requires

that would inhibit

of airline service.

441 JACKSON

including

that

be taken to avoid any practices
the free market,

monopolization.

In an effort to continue
of universal

summer

a degree

service, the act also

requires "maintenance
sive and convenient
Ous scheduled

of a comprehensystem of continu-

interstate

their fares, which might

not have been possible
regulation.

under greater

"Jet fuel costs-up

than 80 percent

and overseas

more

over [2007J-are

forc-

ing the airlines to sharply raise some

airline services for small communities
and for isolated

of 2008 caused many airlines

to increase

areas in the United

States with direct Federal assistance

Deregulation offered airlines the

\vhere appropriate."
The act gives the FAA responsibility
"the encouragement,
l11aintenance

for

development,

and

tial competition
Innovation,

to provide

productivity, and corporate culture, and

efficiency,

marketing and finance, yet most airlines

and low prices, and to
the variety, quality, and price

of air transportation

services."

In some ways, requiring
to Usc market

forces to encourage

n1ission: "to provide
efficient aerospace

its stated

the safest, most
system in the

with the discussion

to not just bargain

hunters,

the briefcase

Aircraft

there have been measurto both airlines

and consumers.
Following deregulation,
down. "Between

fares have gone

1976 and 1990 average

yields per passenger

but also

has increased.

today have significantly

more

of seats

that arc full) were up to 79.9°/h on
average for the 12 months
May 2008 (Bureau

of Transportation

Statistics

2(08).

averaged

"52.6 percent

before

ended

By contrast,

1978." (Library

loads

in the ten years
of Econom-

ics and Liberty 2008). Much of this

aver-

success is tied to the rise of discount

age of the fares that passengers

actu-

fares and an overall increase

ally

in real,

paid-declined

inflation-adjusted
to travelers

mile-the

pays

tickets" (The New

seats, and loads (the percent

the success of ADA continues

able costs and benefits

to appeal

crowd that generally

Airline productivity

Results of Deregulation

to be debated,

themselves

York Times, June 20, 20(8).

of slot auctions.

Although

fares, and reinvent

more for last-minute

World" (FAA 2(08). This will be
further

have not taken advantage of this.

the FAA

efficiency seems to counter

explored

fuel, fleet, route structure, labor

of an air transportation

system relying on actual and poten-

determine

opportunity to better manage their

30 percent

terms ... the savings

have been in the range of

travel. "Decontrol
airlines

in air

of prices allowed

to fill their planes by offering

large numbers

of heavily discounted

$5 billion to $ I 0 billion per year" (Li-

fares for scats that would otherwise

brary of Economics

unused.

and Liberty 20(8).

J--Iowever, rising fuel costs through

the

Decontrol

go

of routes permitted

them to plan their operations

as they
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see fit. And deregulation
improvements
the intense

has compelled

in efficiency
pressures

competition

offered airlines

opportunity

of

continues

and corporate

and reduced

and

However,

and finance, yet most air-

lines have not taken advantage
(Harvard

Business School

lowed Southwest's

of this

19H4).

Business

School

the additional

that have persisted

deregulation,

including

arrangements

between

to plague

and the airports

the industry.

As mentioned

costs.

hubs, and restrictions

up 80<Y<l
from June 2007 to June 200H,

foreign

and were a considerable

routes (Library

of

costs (The New York Times, June 20,

the year 2008, fuel represented
cent of their total expenses,
2000, fuel represented
of the airline's

Aviation

in

only 14 percent

total expenses.

(Regional

of bookings

carriers

that prevent

from flying domestic
of Economics

and

As such, it seems that while there have
in the past 30 years to the

been changes
airline

industry,

the key issues (such as

fuel costs, fleet, labor productivity,
route structure)

remain

and

the same.

that allow pas-

sengers to book tlights as far as one
year before the Hight departs
responding

to changing

tions difficult.

makes

market

condi-

As a result, airlines

are

to find new ways to increase

per passenger

GOVERNMENT AND THE
AIRLINE INDUSTRY
The following
examples

a few

industry.

added even steeper

for additional

US Airways, American

Infrastructure

began charg-

$25 to check a second

bag. Some airlines

lines announced

provide

of the role that government

plays in the airline

Operational
ing passengers

sections

revenue.

In April 2008, five airlines

charges

airlines

News, June 16, 200H). Yet the

structure

beginning

preferential
certain

Li berry, 200S).
in

39 per-

whereas

since

whcr they base their

above, fuel costs rose for much of 200H,

percentage

that

types outweigh

19H4). This is an issue that continues

200H). For U.S. Airways, for example,

checked

baggage.

and United Air-

that travelers

would

Airport

infrastructure

and develop-

ment arc paid for by local airport
authorities,

with the support

FAA for projects
enhancing
security

airport

of the

which are related to
safety, capacity,

and environmental

(FAA 20(8).
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lead, believing

of a variety of aircraft

practices

costs (Harvard

costs.

the advantages

There arc some anti-competitive

of total op-

times

have not fol-

Fuel costs in 1979 were a significant
to airlines-25%

the

labor and training

most airlines

expense
erating

46!

has helped

airline achieve faster turnaround

labor proculture,

the

of a tleet with a single aircraft

type. This continuity

their

Airlines

to prove to the industry

benefits
the

to better manage

fuel, fleet, route structure,

marketing

In terms of fleet, Southwest

(Library

and Liberty 2008).

Deregulation

ductivity,

(The New York Timcs, June 20,20(8).

through

of the price

it unleashed"

Economics

pay $15 to check their first suitcase

For example,

concerns

the Hartsfield-Jackson

Performance Measurement

Atlanta Inter-

national Airport recently spent S 1.284
billion to build a new runway, a project
which took five years (The Associated
improvements

are

aimed at improving

the efficiency of

performance,

of a new runway

l1lore planes to land at an airport. The
capacity benefits the airport,

the FAA and the airlines.

an analysis of the causes

traffic data, and changes in the average airfare. The DOT also produces a
monthly Air Travel Consumer
ers with information

used

of the NAS. This includes upgrades

Consumer

to

Generation

Air Transportation

System

(~extGen)

and the FAA's plan to mod-

ernize the National Airspace System

of Transportation
Protection

By providing

systems, such as funding for Next

on the quality of

services provided by the airlines (U.S.
Department

air traffic control and aviation safety

Report

which is designed to provide consum-

for air traffic control and management

(NAS) through

on-time

of flight delays, airline financial and

Improves the flow of traffic and allows

The FAA pays for infrastructure

Sta-

with airline

data and statistics, including

these infrastructure

additional

of Transportation's

(DOT) Bureau of Transportation
tistics provides consumers

Press, May 18,2006). In many cases,

the NAS. The addition

The Department

Aviation

Division 2(08).

information

about

the airlines, the DOT acts like other
government

regulatory

agencies. The

Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) ensures that information

2025 (FAA 20(8).

the performance

about

of the companies

it

Airlines must operate in the environ-

regulates is made available to citizens.

l1lents developed

The Food and Drug Administration

by the FAA and local

airport authorities.

While the airlines

(FDA) requires that information

are free to set their tlight departure

ingredients

times, air traffic controllers

by food manufacturers

(usually)

and nutrition

the products

determ ine when a plane can actually

about

be provided
on the labels of

they sell,

depart, based on the traffic entering or
leaVing the airport and its airspace, as
well as current weather conditions.

In

addition, the number and configuration of an airport's

runways determine

how many planes can arrive or depart
at a given time under different weather
conditions,

which also impacts the

timeliness of departures

and arrivals

for airlines.

Airlines must operate in the
environments developed by the
FAA and local airport authorities.
Yet the DOT seems to go further than
other government

agencies in its efforts

to compile and report information
compare

performance.

While the SEC

It is this level of reliance on the FAA

may regulate financial statements,

and local airport authorities

does not provide consumers

Ing day-to-day

operations

the airline industry

unique.

in managthat makes

summarized

performance

about the companies.

and
it

with
metrics

That is the role
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of the private sector. The FDA provides

managers

food safety advice and information

of air traffic. The process

is a nego-

tiation

consensus

about

food labeling

and nutrition,

and

to discuss

aimed at reaching

will alert the public if food safety issues

between

arise, but it docs not provide

than a dictation

tion about

informa-

airlines

companies.

and the FAA rather
of plans and actions

Collaborative decision-making allows

decision-making

the potential

to improve

tion sharing.

Product"

Convective

(CCFP)

gists, National

finally cancel the flight.

personnel

making,

of collaborative

a program

through

FAA and commercial
communications

decisionwhich the

airlines

about

the

increased

weather

and

other causes of delay in the NAS.
Instead

of deciding

in Herndon,

to handle

inclement

weather

tions, the FAA consults

hookups

Times, March 10,20(0).
provides
possible

airlines

condi-

informed

calls

(The New York
This program

with a clear idea of

delays hours in advance,

the airlines

how

so

can keep their passengers
about

the on-time

status of

the flight (The New York Times, March
10,2(00).
decision-making

lows the airlines
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Va., to review
several times

routes based on this

information

(Trimble,

2(08). In some cases, the airline
meteorologists
tion about,

have better informa-

or a different

of, a weather

expectation

system than the National

Service forecast. The shar-

ing of this information

can improve

decision-making.
These interactions

between

ment and industry

are unique

frequency

and real-time

laborative

decision-making

al-

and FAA traffic flow

governin their

nature.

Col-

allows the

airlines

to decide to cancel flights early

instead

of loading

flight, pushing
and waiting

passengers

onto a

back from the gate,

for hours, only to finally

cancel the night (The New York Times,
March

Collaborative

Center

with the airlines

every two hours, via conference
and computer

time sensitive

Weather

independently

Air Traf-

over the Internet

a day and update
In March 2000, the FAA announced

Service Air

System Command

(ATCSCC)
forecasts

meteorolo-

Service Units and FAA

at the National

fic Control

Decision-Making

airline

Weather

Traffic Weather

Forecast

had been developed

to allow commercial

gate, and waiting for hours, only to

was first

at least in part, because

a "Collaborative

onto a flight, pushing back from the

informa-

The program

implemented,

early instead of loading passengers

has

the efficiency

of the NAS by increasing

the airlines to decide to cancel flights

introduction

by

10,20(0).
Collaborative

Collaborative
(COM)

statuS

the FAA (The New York Times, March

the records or violations

of individual

thc real-time

changes

10,20(0).

These operational

can result in a significant

savings to the airlines.

As such, all

cost

parties seem to benefit

from the im-

proved communication

of collaborative

argue that the slots would increase
ticket prices because

auction

fees would

be passed on to consumers.

decision-making.

In addition,

only larger planes with more passen-

Slot Auctions

gers heading

to big airports

would be

In an effort to reduce air traffic conges-

able to justify the higher costs, which

tion in the New York area, the FAA has

would have a negative

proposed

slot auctions

service to small airports.

implementing

impact

on

Furthermore,

that would allow airlines

to bid for spe-

delays would likely be pushed

cific takeoff and landing

times during

hours before and after the auctioned

key 30-minute

at peak traffic

slots, so congestion

windows

times during

the day.

The concept

of a slot auction

ceived significant

The slot auctions

attention

year for several reasons.
auctions

would represent

expenses

for airlines,

struggling
introduced

the most relevant

example

of how the government

First, the slot
additional

is

in the operations

of

than in those of any

other industry.

were

The FAA believes that the slots
would reduce congestion and

sources of revenue.

of New York and

~ew Icrscy believed

encourage competition, which
would lower ticket prices.

that arrival and

slots were part of the opera-

tions of airports,
responsibility

and therefore

of the airport,

FAA. According

the

Slot auctions

would increase

the FAA's

not the

involvement

in the day-to-day

opera-

to the General

tions of airlines

Office, the FAA docs not

have the legal right to auction
slots to airlines

landing

(Dallas Morning

News,

ing arrivals
desirable

30, 200S). The FAA has

market

this finding.

to manage

intent of the restrictions

over the
imposed

by

the slots. The FAA believes that the
slots would reduce congestion
competition,

and

which would

lower ticket prices. Airlines and the
Port Authority,

on the other hand,

constrainat the most

times of the day. While the

challenged

Third, there are arguments

by further

or departures

FAA claims that this is the use of a

September

encourage

recent

The idea was

and airlines

The Port Authority

Accounting

more involved
the airlines

Second, there are issues of jurisdiction.

departure

provides

perhaps

to cut costs and find

Under pressure
additional

proposal

has re-

in 200R as fuel prices were

rapidly increasing

would not decrease.

in the past

which are already

financially.

to the

force (specifically

auctions)

the issues of congestion,

critics argue that it is anti-competitive.
In particular,
represent

they argue, the auctions

a threat to commuter

which require

departures

airlines,

during

spe-

cific time frames to get passengers
and from smaller airports.
to undermine

This seems

the requirement

Airline Deregulation

to

in the

Act that the FAA
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maintain

"a comprehensive

and conve-

nient system of continuous
interstate

scheduled

and overseas airline services

for small communities
areas in the United

and for isolated

States."

while

commercial

U.S. industry

was the first

aviation

to be deregulated,

the

At the same time, even the large airlines

past 30 years have seen the deregulation

agree that the auctions

of many other industries.

only to decrease
increase

struggling

would serve

Hight options

costs and therefore

ting an unfair constraint

industry

and

fares, put-

on an already

industry.

While commercial aviation was the first

u.s. industry

GOVERNMENT
INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER
DEREGULATED INDUSTRIES

to be deregulated, the past

30 years have seen the deregulation of

provides

son in the transportation
current

The railroad

a point of compari-

turbulence

industry.

The

in the financial

ser-

vices industry

is also an interesting

as it addresses

the role of regulation.

Government and the
Railroad Industry
Shortly after deregulation
industry

of the airline

began, the Staggers

Rail Act

of 1980 was passed to deregulate

many other industries.

railroad

industry.

railroads
case is also interest-

with greater

ing for another
financial

timetables,

reason: The FAA has a

stake in the number

of slots

that are allowed. The FAA would like
to use the money
auctions

raised through

to pay for an upgraded

traffic control

slot
air

Vegas, August 22,2(08).

This has two

important

First, it is likely

the only instance

freedom

improve

to provide

efficiency. Secondly,

merger

the process of

20(8). It

(Northeast

Midwest

Institute

is generally

believed

that deregulation

has led to significant

improvements

in economic

(Ellig 2002,143).

welfare

Rates have gone

down and service has improved.

as

The Surface Transportation

Hoard

safety and

(STB) (the successor

agency of the

if market

Interstate

Commission)

Commerce

jurisdiction

incentive

vice issues and transactions

for the FAA to maximize

act in the best interest

rev-

for the FAA to
of consumers.

over railroad's

rail restructuring

h.15

rate and serinvolving

(STI3 2(08). I {O\vever,

the agency is significantly

less involved

in safety and operational

issues than

the FAA. The STH is primarily
on consumer

I JACKSON

for

with shippers

factors are at work, there may be an

enue and a disincentive

so

to set

and allowed

contracts

the

in which a govern-

ment agency would earn revenue
part of its mission

line abandonment

of the railroads

system t ln Business Las

implications.

expedited

confidential

the

The act granted

their own prices, streamlined
The slot auction

case

protection.

focused

For example,

2007, as fuel

in January

prices were on the rise, the 5TH banned
"excessive fuel surcharges",
quiring

that railroads

es directly

instead

re-

"link ... surcharg-

with the actual fuel costs

Press, January 26, 2(07). This ruling
does not prevent

railroads

prices or charging
gas prices increase.
prohibit

However,

calculating

included

as

it did

fuel costs into

price hikes if the shipment

costs already

(The

other fuel surcharges

Associated Press, January 26, 20(7).
Without

question,

industry

is significantly

the railroad

system alone changes

the need for government
In particular,

of

debated

Glass-Steagall.

it was argued

tory institutions

(Jackson

institu-

of interest

and investing,

investment

At the time,

that a financial

tion had a conflict
lending

whether

in both

since deposi-

seek to limit risk and

institutions

seek out risk

1987). Therefore

Steagall must be preserved.
argument

GlassThe

against preservac-

tivities ... would reduce the total risk ...
by diversification"

(Jackson

1987).

involvement.

there are fewer risks

to safety, which may be reason
enough

to keep

from being used

ing the act was that the "securities

The track

the nature

of commercial

institutions

deposits

In 1987, Congress

contrasting

different

from the airline industry.

ment banking
consumers'

to preserve

from raising

a fuel surcharge

the separation

for more risky investments.

(The Associated

for each rail shipment"

required

deposi tory insti tu tions from invest-

for less government

involve-

Perhaps one of the most interesting
industries to compare with airlines

ment in operations.

Government and the Financial
Services Industry
Perhaps one of the most interesting
industries

to compare

with airlines

is financial

services, which has seen

significant

turbulence

ment involvement

in the past year. By
to banking

that have occurred

over

the past 20 years, (2) the current
credit crisis, and (3) the legislation
aimed at re-regulation,
government
industry

significant turbulence and government
involvement in the past year.

and govern-

looking at ( I) the changes
regulations

is financial services, which has seen

the role of

in the financial

services

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley
was passed "to enhance
in the financial
providing

a prudential

firms, insurance

106-102).

is explored.
Act of 1933 (also known

as the second

Glass-Steagall

Written to protect
stock market

consumers

Act) was
after the

crash of 1929. The act

framework

companies,

service providers"

and other
(Public

The Gramm-Leach-Blilcy

tions, significantly
industry.

by

of banks, securities

was a major change
The Banking

competition

services industry

for the affiliation

financial

Act of 1999

to banking
deregulating

Law
Act

regulathe

Now, less than a decade after

the act was passed, the U.S. is faced
with a major credit crisis.
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According

to economist

ner, co-founder

Robert

Kutt-

and editor-in-chief

of

deregulation

does not always benefit

all parties.

The /smcrican Prospect, "the sub-prime
mess, the huge risks taken by hedge
funds, and the conf1icts of interest
led to Enron and kindred
all the consequences
financial

(Kuttner

2007).

the role that the U.S. gov-

continues

lated industries.
Stearns,

are

credit crisis has brought

into question
ernment

scandals,

GOVERNMENT
INVOLVEMENT IN
CONSUMER SAFETY

of serial bouts of

deregulation"

The current

that

Since consumer

safety seems to be the

highest

of the fAA, this section

priority

explores

how other government

cies regulate

consumer

agen-

safety.

to play in deregu-

The bailouts

of Bear

Fannie Mae and Freddie

Mac,

FDA and the Food and
Drug Industry
The fDA is responsible

for ensuring

The bailouts of Bear Stearns, Fannie

that foods, drugs, biological

Mae and Freddie Mac, and American

electronic

International

with ensuring

ucts, medical

and

are safe for their

uses. The FDA is also charged

accurately

the $700 billion bailout of the entire

devices, cosmetics

products

intended

Group (AIG), along with

prod-

that these products

represented

are

to the public

(FDA 20(8).

U.S. financial system, make the bailout

In order to ensure

food and drug safety,

the FDA can issue a safety alert or

of the airlines in 200 I seem much

encourage

less significant.

companies

to recall prod-

ucts. The FDA can also inspect

process-

ing plants and other agency-regulated
facilities (fDA 2008). But inspections
and American

International

Group

(AIG), along with the $700 billion bailout of the entire U.S. financial
make the bailout

of the airlines

seem much less significant.
will tell if these financial
Many industry
re-rcgulation
industry
President

system,

experts

in 2001

Only time

bailouts

work.

believe that

of the financial

services

are costly. It would cost the FDA more
than 53.5 billion

and

food facilities just once, a recent

Government
report

everyone

250,000 domestic

of the roughly
foreign

to inspect

found.

Accountability
Industry

Office

insiders

say the

fDA is lucky if it gets the same facility
once every three years (Garber

20(8).

will most likely be the focus of
In addition,

Barack Obama.

the response

time of the

FDA to issues of food contamination
As with airlines,
financial
benefits

deregulation

services industry
in the short-term,

of the
may provide
but it also

comes with risks. And, in the long-run,
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is slow. In the spring of 2008, it took
89 days after a salmonella

outbreak

for it to be linked to the jalapeno

and

serrano

to

peppers

that are believed

have caused

it (Garber

20(8).

this time, as more than
sought

treatment

federal officials struggled

reported

while

to isolated

the

The outbreak

blamed

takes

likely focus on efforts to improve
time to outbreaks,

by adopting
program

a national

the

wiring requirements.

Inspectors

found

with slack wires, clamps

in the

trace-back

Even after a contaminant

is identified,

the FDA is not allowed

to force a recall.

grounding

safety checks led to the

of MD-80s

The need for these checks arose after
reports

surfaced

fAA inspectors

This incident

two key dif-

must proactively

ence: control

of

In the case of food

prevent

This leads to the second

companies

to operate

after

the fAA

the incident.
key differ-

over the operations

of the

each agency regulates.

The

FDA does not have the same level of
influence

in the day-to-day

of industry

operations

as the fAA.

On March 26,2008,
lines canceled
grounded

American

Air-

over 300 flights when it

many of its MD-80s,

which
of

which had been raised by

the FAA and American
about how a certain
was secured

safety officials

bundle

to the MD-80

(Isidore 20(8).

During

that a supervisor

allowed Southwest

of wires
aircraft

one routine

Airlines

planes in need of important

tant because

was impor-

it highlighted

the impor-

tance that the FAA places on the safety
of aircraft

and the impact

have on airlines
compliant

that it can

that arc not proactively

with safety standards.

Consumer Product Safety
Commission and Product Safety
The Consumer
mission

Product

(CPSC)

is charged

Safety Com-

is a federal agency that

with protecting

from unreasonable

made up 45(76 of its fleet, because
questions

from "whistle-blowing

safety checks." The incident

the FDA and the

whereas

by several major

in late March and early April.

improperly

an issue has surfaced,

and repairs over

Post, April

it regulates.

FAA. The first is the reactive nature

to

ate the fleet (The washington

has over the companies

safety, the FDA can only respond

request

to oper-

This limits the power that the agency

the FDA response.

American's

space out inspections

airlines

ferences between

that was too

several days while continuing

These routine
food

more quickly."

highlights

insulation

11,2(08).

perhaps

to locate contaminated

found

did not meet the

The fAA denied

up food safety this fall, it will most

response

Airlines

thick and ties that were too far apart.

as the actual source (Gar-

ber 20(8). As such, "If Congress

that FAA inspectors

wrong position,

were

American

that 15 of 19 MD-80s

aircraft

on tomatoes

for weeks before the peppers

identified

audit of the airlines,

1,440 victims

in hospitals,

SOurce of the outbreak.
was erroneously

During

the public

risks of serious

jury or death from consumer
In particular,
"protecting

products

the agency is focused
consumers

from products
cal, chemical,

in-

on

and families

that pose a fire, electrior mechanical

hazard

can injure children"

(CPSC 20(8).

To regulate

safety, the CPSC

product

issues two types of standards:
tory (government)

or

manda-

and voluntary
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(non-government).

Mandatory

stan-

dards arc often aimed at preventing
use of harmful
turing.

substances

For example,

Voluntary

to encourage
prevent

companies
difference

to consumers.

ing prescription

government

and how if a component

is a key

the FAA and other

agencies.

CONCLUSIONS

can be

when dispens-

drugs. The agency can

on products

it regulates-which
between

For ex-

containers

also issue bans, guidance

of the

are set

that can help

by pharmacists

regulations

of candy

standards

ample, child-resistant
provided

in the operations

in manufac-

behaviors

injuries

involved

lead paint cannot

be used in the production
\\rrappers.

But, like the FDA, the CPSC is not
the

or other
regarding

The role of the FAA is distinct
because

of the

unique

issues involving

airlines.

In

the case of the railroad

industry,

the

volume

if

can be used.

of traffic and the movement

of trains on tracks make safety and
efficiency

easier to manage.

crisis that is currently

The FAA's concern is primarily the

financial

The credit

plaguing

services industry

protect

consumers.

after a problem

as a response

by a consumer

security.

has

to a report

If there is evidence

of faulty product

construction,

dards to ensure

consumer

the

agencies

highly publicized.

adjusted.

tative approach

to the preven-

of the FAA. In the

case of the M D-~Os discussed
routine

safety checks are conducted

all aircraft

to ensure

for flight.

Regulations

to prevent

on

that they arc safe

any incident.

arc strict

that can be reactively

to prevent

must act

problems

that

affect the safety of airline

passengers,

which changes

of how the

industry

above,

to specific goods

The FAA, however,

proactively

to product

by those

are related to manufacturing

and processes

and may not be

Like

safety. Yet

the issues of safety addressed

these are voluntary

in contrast

is primarily

the fAA, the FDA and CPSC set stan-

and can be attributed

safety stands

financial

The FAA's concern

CPSC can issue a recall, but many of

This reactive approach

in

the physical safety of consumers.
filed

or if an injury requires

hospitalization.

to

But regulation

that case serves to improve
For the most part, CPSC regulations

occurred,

the

underlines

the need for effective regulation

physical safety of consumers.

arc developed

from

that of other regulators

the nature

is regulated.

In sum, the role of the FAA is unique
among

regulators.

Given the require-

ments to protect

consumers

ficiently operate

the national

and efairspace,

the FAA is able to be most effective
through
industry.
eration

greater

interaction

Perhaps

5·4 I JACKSON

this model of coop-

with the regulator

that might benefit

with the

is something

other industries.
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You can make

a difference

here
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